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FOOTBALL GOES URBAN

'URBAN' LEGEND: The new Bowling Green State University Head Football Coach. Urban Meyer, addresses the media during a press conterence yesterday, where Athletics Director. Paul Krebs, named Meyer as
the new coach.

MEYER'S CAREER

Mey<er takes over as head coach
Football program looks to Fall for new start
By Pete Stella
•on

As I liban Meyer stated out into
,i sea ni reporters Monday afterii i, a new light »i football
knowledge and plans lor the
future of the Bowling Green football team peered out with him.
The national search done by
the KG athletic department for a
new head coach, which began
when recently departed coach
Gary Blackney announced his
resignation plans after the 20-17
loss to Buffalo Sept. 23, succeeded greatly, according to BG's
Atheletics Director, Paul krebs.
uv searched all over the
country," he said. "It was an
exhaustive search to find the best
fit, the best candidate for Bowling

PLAYING FOR MEYER

Green Mate University and the
man to lead our football program. I am confident that we
have done just that. We have
found die best lit."
With the support of his family
and past coaches he's worked for,
Meyer became the 15th head
coach at BCi and leaves behind
Notre Dame, where he has been
the receivers coach since 1996.
He will, however, coach with
the Irish in the l-'iesta Bowl
against Oregon State New Year's
Day.
Meyer has spent time in the
Cincinnati, Ohio State, Illinois
Stale and Colorado State programs, along with Notre Dame
and believes the knowledge he
has learned from working under

coaches such as Earl Bruce, Lou
1 lolt/and Sonny l.ubick will help
the Falcons next season.
"I have ix'cn very fortunate to
work for some ol the lop coaches
in the history of college lootball."
Meyer said. "Hopefully, I can
share with the players my experiences and use them to build a
winning program here at BG."
"Urban is an ambitious and
hard working coach," said
I ulm k. the head football coach
at Colorado State. "This position
is well deserved lor a highly motivated, intelligent football Coach.
We all miss him and wish him the
best."
According to Krebs, he wanted
someone who has been associated with top programs, top coach-

es, someone who is familiar with
the Midwest and a person who
will help sell' the loolball team 10

the community
Besides the obvious coaching
abilities, we weie looking lor
things like leadership, recruiting
ability, a high energy level, somebody who was committed to
Bowling Green and wanted lobe
at
Bowling Green
State
University," he said.
"Its the beginning ofa new day,
it's the beginning ol a new era,"
said BG President Sidney Ribeau.
"ItS a beginning ofa new era with
Urban Meyer al the helm of football operations It's a time for a
direction that is forward looking,
a direction thai will really chart
the course in the year 2(XX)-2(K)i

Alone It"! way lie's stopped at live
schools. Hoes a time lite
1985 Cincinnati. Student
Assistant Coach
198f> Ohio Slate. Graduate
Assistant, Tight Ends
1987 Ohio Mate. Graduate
Assistant. Receivers
1988 Illinois State, Outside
linebackers
1989 Intro
Quarterbacks. R"
1990 Cdotado State. Wide

and the distant future tor our
football program."
With the possibility of 1(X) percent of the Falcons rushing, pass
ing, receiving, scoring and all
purpose attack (liming bark. Ill
starters reclaiming their roles and
eight of the teams top MI (adders
returning, Meyei inherits a great
deal ol talent.
lie has already met with the

■

■

.

1991 Colorado Slate. Wide
Receivers
1992 CotaadoStataWWe
Receivers

team and said he has a good idea
of what talent he has to work with
mid that the guys are ready and
eager to learn lie also slated the

■

1993

Wide

R.i i .' '

1991

Cotmadu State, Wide

Receivers
1995 Cokxadu State, Wide

importance ni his players to trust
him and know that he is doing
everything he can foi the players.
But Meyer's main concerns ai
this point are reci tilling, which he
said he will "hit hard" and go altei
players who will help the pro

R ■

.

19% Notre Dam .'.
Receivers
1997 Notre Dame. Wide

!,'.,. .,
1998 NoUe Dame, Wide

RecervcnV Special!
99 IK) Notf [

gram, and the attendance prob

?001 Bowling Green. Head
Coach

URBAN. PAGF 8

Bill Miller— Illinois State, 6th
round pick

In his 15 years of coaching, new
Falcon football coach Urban
Meyer has guided a slew ot
players who have either seen
NFL action or stood out in the

i

college ranks. Here's a few:
Chris Carter—Ohio State,
Minnesota Vikings

Greg Primus—Colorado State,
All-American
Paul Turner—Colorado State.
NFL Draft
Jeremy Burkett—Colorado
State. Denver Broncos
Malcolm Johnson—Notre

Everett Ross—Ohio State. 7th
round pick

Dame. Pittsburgh Steelers

Nate Harris—Ohio State. 60
receptions

Green Bay Packers

Ed Taggart—flnirj State, All-

Bobby Brown—Notre Dame,

Raki Nelson—Notre Dame,
Philadelphia Eagles

Big 10

BOB DAVIE
HEAD FOOTBALL COACH
U. OF NOTRE DAME
"I have no reservations
about Urban Meyer being
a head coach. He has a
tremendous future."

SIDNEY RIBEAU
UNIVERSITY
PRESIDENT
"It's a beginning ofa new
era with Urban Meyer at
the helm of football
operations."

I
numMii

PAUL KREBS
UNIVERSITY
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR
"It was an exhaustive

search to find the best
Jit...I am confident that
we have done just that."

I
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Diver makes living beneath the waves
PARKVILLE, Mo. (AP) — Handy with tools and drawn
to the sea, Don Degener has made a living beneath the
waves. Construction, welding, concrete work—whatever jobs can be done undersea, Degener has performed them in nearly three decades as a professional
diver.

NATION

Cancer fighting drug brings hope Double rape
By Colleen Valles
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

SAN FRANCISCO — A
leukemia drug thai brought cancer into remission in most
patients in clinical trials is generating excitement among cancer
specialists and patients as a gentler, more effective treatment that
may mean cancer researchers are
on the right track.
"This drug is a major breakthrough," said Dr. Hagop
Kantarjian. who oversees trials of
the drug at the MD Anderson
Cancer Center in Houston.
In
manufacturer-financed
clinical trials, more than 90 percent of patients in the first phase
of chronic myeloid leukemia saw
their cancer go into remission
within the first six months of taking the pill, according to trial
findings presented Monday at a
meeting of the American Society
of Hematology.
A study of patients in the second phase of the disease showed
more than 90 percent of those
patients responded positively to
the treatment, and in 63 percent,
the cancer went into remission.
The trials involved 530 firstphase and 230 second-phase
patients.
The early success has propelled researchers to test the
Novartjs AG-made drug STI-571,
or Glivec, on almost 3,000
patients around the world; CML
affects about 10,000 adults each
year.
Anyone diagnosed with
leukemia should make every
effort to get the new pill, said
Edward Benz, president of the
Dana-Farbcr Cancer Institute at
Harvard Medical School, who
was not involved in the research.
"This is not a miracle drug" he
said, but it is a model for future
cancer study because it targets

the cause of the disease without
damaging other cells.
CML caused by an abnormal
protein that is the product of an
abnormal chromosome, leads to
a huge increase in the number of
white blood cells in the body,
which can interfere with the
functioning of other organs.
Glivec blocks a signal that protein sends out and effectively prevents the abnormal growth and
production of other cancerous
cells.
"The whole of cancer research
has been to identify the differences between cancer cells and
normal cells. That's been the goal
of cancer research and here it is,"
said Brian Druker, an Oregon
Health Sciences University
researcher who was the drug's
principal developer. "I view it as a
new era of cancer therapeutics.
Irs the most effective treatment
we know of for CML"
Researchers chose CML
because they knew about the
abnormal chromosome and its
abnormal protein. They are hoping to transfer the model — targeting a specific abnormality
with minimal effect on healthy
tissue — to other cancers, but
first they must isolate those cancers' causes.
Currently, bone marrow transplants are the only proven way of
curing leukemia, but the transplants carry a mortality rate of up
to 40 percent and are only successful in 55 to 65 percent of
cases. Other drugs are used to
maintain the health of leukemia
patients, but don't decrease the
number of white blood cells or
help make the blood normal
again.
The common treatment for
CML is interferon, which can
extend a leukemia patient's life by

shocks college
By Nicholas K. Geranios
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

SPOKANE, Wash. — The tea
room at the local branch of a
Japanese college has a name that
translates as "place of tranquility,
far to the east of lapan."
Mukogawa
Fon Wright
Institute is well east of lapan, but
it is far from tranquil.
The abduction and rapes of
two female students Nov. 11 have
traumatized the campus and
upset many in this eastern
Washington city.
Part of the uproar concerns
police response. Although they
arrested three suspects within a
week, police bungled their investigation of a similar attack two
weeks earlier and failed to alert
the community about potential
predators.
The case has gained a lurid
twist with revelations that the
suspects are members of a sexu-

al bondage and sadomasochism
ring active just outside the city.
It is further complicated by
efforts being made by police and
college officials to withhold
details of the attack and the identities of the victims, who face the
possibility of being stigmatized
when they return to lapan.
"We're trying to pull this veil of
anonymity over them," said
Barbara Love, director of programs at Mukogawa. "The whole
truth would be so devastating."
In lapan, it is uncommon to
publicly discuss sexual attacks,
Love said. The school's 160 students don't know which of their
classmates were assaulted.
The parents of one of the students flew immediately to
Spokane to comfort their daughter, Love said. But the student
wanted to finish her final month
in Spokane, so the parents
returned to Japan.

Associated Press Photo

PILLS, PILLS, PILLS: Carol Stuckey poses in her home with the
experimental drug STI-571.
up to two years but can have side
effects that cause about 20 percent of patients to stop using it.
Glivec has been studied on
humans for about two years, so
how long it will prolong a
patient's life is not yet known. It
has had few side effects, and

about 2 percent of patients
stopped using it because of those
side effects.
The drug is expected to hit the
market in June, and clinical trials
will continue, studying such
things as the drug's long-term
effects.

BGSU
LEADERSHAPE
2001

Associated Press Photo

ABDUCTED: David M Dailey, right, is arraigned during a video
court appearance in Spokane County Court House.

WAREHOUSE
SALE
HOLIDAY
BLOW-OUT SALE!!!

• Are you looking to enhance
your leadership skills?
• Do you want to build more
successful work teams?
Do you Want to make a larger
impact at BGSU?

December 6-9
December 10

(9 am-9 pm)
(10 am-5 pm)

Fashions from the pages of the J.Crew Catalog

(Nothing over 19.99!)
'excluding leather & cashmere

Everything must go!
We accept Visa, Mastercard, American Express
Discover, Cash and Check (with proper ID)
"Former Rite-Aide"
Southland Shopping Center
3358 Glendale Avenue
Toledo, OH 43614

COME AND SEE
WHAT WE CAN OFFER YOU

Directions

Wednesday, December 6
9:15pm -1001 BA
awRSfeSSifls#^»

ror
For moi
more information: Call Campus Involvement
Ivement
372-2343
or email
Involved@bgnet.bgsu.edu
r

"1

I■

Emails
Take Secor to Dorr, make a right onto Dorr, Take Dorr to Byrne, make a
left onto Byrne, take byme to Glendale, Sale is on left hand side of
intersection in Southland shopping center.
From Michigan:
Take 75 south to exit 25W (Toledo Zoo exit) make a right. Go past the''
zoo to Glendale make a right onto Glendale. Go up to Byrne Sale will be
on right in Southland shopping center.
From Bowling Green/Bowling Crttn U:
Take US 23 to Airport Hwy, make a right onto Airport Hwy. Go to Byme
St. and make right. Go up to Glendale and Sale is on left in Southland
shopping center.
"Includes Irregulars, Damaged & Customer Returns
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CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1 Trip *\ Ihc bush
7 AixW Oxpotls
ktKers
10 YtOT
14 Totarated
15 S«pi. preceder
16 R*i*oMaOra&
17 iw an wn^yo
18 Usmga
mecfiantcal
fastener
20 Slafc
21 Irmctam
23 Affirmative reply
?4 B»x*>g device
25 Sonaior Kolauvor
26 Stationed
27 Perform
28 Tomblo
31 Dange*
33 Caesar's oggs
36 Reusable
spacecrat
38 BurS forth
40 Male offspring
41 SKinfliri

Letter to
the
Editor
QUIANA
ODOM
modom@hgnel.bgsu.edu

43 Worn oul **n
In Ihc words of Popeyc the
Sailor, "I have taken all I can
stand and I can't stands no
more." Krislalyn and Heather arc
idiots. Where did you find these
girls? Did you post an ad looking
specifically for "personalitychallenged, no boyfriend having
females?" I wish I could site specific articles which upset me. but
I can't. They ALL do. Who are
they to give fashion advice? Who
are they to point out the differences between men and women?
In fact, a better question is who
are they at all? Well. I'm done
griping and I do realize that no
matter how many times I complain, these air heads will still be
on the newspaper staff. However,
if there is any chance that you
guys wake up and realize that
these girls arc ri-damn-diculus,
please fill their spots with anybody. I have some monkeys who
could do it if you become desperate.

44
45
47
50
51
54
56

Girls, Girls, Girls
you'll be met with the death
glare from hell, and "Oh. we
we're just kidding." Kidding
huh...every
Thursday
night, for two years...right!!!

JEFFREY
RUSSELL
IJtdy Killer
In response to last week's
"Every Player has their Favorite
Game" article about men. our
devious ways and tools of the
trade, here is a look at varieties
of women I've found at parties
and clubs over the past few
years. No candy coating here. I'll
be precise with these labels and
no, they are about no one women
in particular, just observations
through the years. Here's the
first installment:

Editoi 's /rV/'/v
Although to/ally amused tlutt I
was likened to on airhead, my
real gripe is that those who complain have never answertii our
numerous cries for help. Isn't it
'obvious we're stretching for eream in here people' I mean,
c'mon' The applications for next
semeMer mil he available next
week. 210 West Hall. Think you
can take 4i) himr weeks and a
complete loss of your verbal
integrity, not to mention your

unify'

Bitter Seniors
Senior girls that have nothing
better to do than sit by the bar
and rip on the underclassmen
having a good lime with
"Poachers," code word for
senior guys that date underclassmen. Yeah... I guess it's our fault
you don't care what you look
like when you go out any more.
Lay off the booze and put forth
some effort please. By the way,
the pants didn't shrink. Heard of
the SRC???

Drunk Freshmen Girls
First off guys it's our fault for
encouraging them because,
while we tolerate them at panics,
wc talk about how much we hate
them behind their backs. For
these girls, it's high school all
over again, plus a lot of booze.
No points here for dating a football player, honey Any attractiveness she had when she
arrived went down the drain
when you found out she could
put your Uncle Mickey, who's
been drinking for 42 years,
under the table. PS.: you're not
cute, nor arc you a real drinker
when all you do is shots of Jolly
Rancher.
Beer-Drinking Women

Any age really Your ability to
outdrink Ted Kennedy is great,
really. We're not laughing at you.
we're laughing with you. you
drunk fool. You'll never be one
of the guys. OK? Stick to the
girly drinks and cider beers,
cause there is no way I am taking
a girl home that just put down a
12-pack of Labatt's. did two Irish
Car-Bombs and finished with a
40 oz. of Steel Reserve.
Drink Moochers
Sweet and innocent, she's the
one that tells you she doesn't
drink, only to find that she's sippin' from everybody's glass
when the bouncer turns the other
way. Before you know it. she's
plastered and is trying to convince the guys how flexible she
is--on and off the dance floor.
Teasing is a hallmark here, but
she'll be quick to remind you of
her boyfriend back home.

Skankaholics
You tell yourself the outfit
will be cite, but guess what?
IT'S NOT! Even guys that prey
on the whore pity the whore. The
looks you're drawing, that's not
positive attention, its negative.
Haven't I seen you walking
down Wooster or South College
Saturday's at noon?
Giddy Freshmen
Don't make it so obvious so
early in the night that you're
going to put out. I know he's an
uppcrclassman. but try and contain yourself a little more. He
knows your happy to be in a
room full of seniors, but you just
ruined the thrill of the hunt.
You're like an antelope that runs
toward the lions rather than
away.

Calendar Girls
Typically freshmen, these
girls mark the days on their calendar WHEN THEY DON'T
GO OUT. Have fun now girls. I
see a Bitter Senior in your
future.

Girl Grinders

WE QUIT: What would you like
to see on Page 3? Got an opinion? shefkri@bgnet.bgsu.edL

An ass-shaking song comes
on and all of a sudden there's
two or three of them on the table,
acting like a couple of porn stars.
Confront them later about the
three of you meeting up and

Flies and Rats
"First in, last out " This is the
motto of the this group. That's
great that you know every
bouncer's name. You've been
there so long you could be a

56
bO
61
62

stool. You're older, a veteran of
the bar and club scene. You can
be seen wooing anybody who
looks semi-important. You're
dressed to the 10's. but your lack
of visible self-esteem detracts
from that. You do too much. The
hair's frizzy, makeup is splotchy
and your tan is orange rather
than golden brown. Do yourself
a favor: have fun. If you're that
bored with the local club scene,
there is a truckstop on 1-75.
Enjoy.

63
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65 Firstborn
DOWN
Impendent
Subside
Nad smoothers
Man with an
app*7
5 Dreamers
giveaway
6 Dunces
7 WateriaJi
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8 Cied
9 Thickening
agent
10 Most capable
11 Actor Eastwood
12 Later than now
13 R<ns
19 Made impossible
22 Thn pancakes
24 Coastal wetland
26 However
27 Pubtcize
28 Blockhead
29 "_ Fromod
Roger RabM*>"
30 Good Mne
32 Double-check
lexl
33 MflOl
Coope'slown
34 Victory sign
35 Append
37 Ignited
39 L«y or launch
iGfowor
42 Peru's neqhbor
44 Woos

64 Sun talk
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PROBLEMS?
About to offer up your job for
the answer to 1 Across?
Fear not, faithful reader.
We have the answers, and are
quite willing to part with them
All you need to do is check the
answer key, still located on this
very page. We think.

plan)
52 Tall stones

46 Deepen as a
channel
47 Si4»rio'to
48 Poo's WO
49 Mixture

53 Warn

55 Oolong and

pekoe
56-OrGokler
50 Assign scores
51 G-ass**e wetland 59 Lutccale

OHIO WEATHER
Tuesday, December 5

So. that is just a small sampling of the varieties of women
I've encountered over the years.
Again. I pick out no one woman.
I've just seen enough of the type
for them to qualify as a category.
1 neither approve or disapprove
of any of the above-mentioned
types of women. After all.
according to some. I more than
make my way around So I have
a tendency to hit on girls while
I'm with one. Is that so wrong?
But realistically. I lack the killerinstinct my sister thinks I have,
which is why she regards me as
a "Man-Whore." Guys, if you've
got any more, particularly any
endangered species of women.
let me know. And any women
out there, especially the writer of
the article dissecting men. bring
it on. I invite a further, but
healthy "Battle of the Sexes."
Goodmtc Ladies...and gentlemen.

AccuWeather forecasi for daytime conditions, low/high temperatures
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WORD OF THE DAY

THREE-DAY FORECAST

FINAL

The Magnet Girls
These are my favorite! Drive
down Wooster Thursday around
9 p.m. These girls are already on
their way to the bars, even
though they can't drink. They
arc drawn like magnets. They're
all underclassmen, cause every
junior and senior knows you
drink at your place and shouldn't
show up at the club until at least
midnight. Look for these girls at
the ATM by Dairy Queen and in
the corners at the clubs.
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Type ol scan
Yekted
Bower
Backcourt player
Rfl depot
13a cony ralmq
laughter or
inunder so J ml
Unassorted
costs
Scribble oVawng
Jacket sM
Fuss
Freds rJanctncj
pa riper
Lnomor
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Thursday

Friday

©

©

High: 32"
Low: 10"

High: 36'
Low: 23"

Wednesday
Pronunciation: 'll-n&l
Function: adjective
Etymology: Middle English,
from Middle French, from
Latin finalis, from finis
boundary, end
Date: 14th century
la: not to be altered or
undone <all sales are
finals- b: of or relating to a
concluding court action or
proceeding <final decree>
2: coming at the end:
being the last in a series,
process, or progress <the
final chapter>
3: of or relating to the ultimate purpose or result of a
process <our final goal>
4: those dreaded things the
U. makes us take Dec. 18-

Mostly
Cloudy
High:32*
Low: 9*

Mostly
Cloudy

Mostly
Cloudy
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We wish finals had an
answer key.
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Want a career where you make a difference in
peoples' lives?
Consider Occupational Therapy!
□ □□DO
Bowling Green State uniuersitu

Summer classes are auailabte on the web
.Plan ahead for spring ana summer NOW1

Occupational therapists help people live fuller lives. OTs work with persons of
all ages who must overcome physical and/or psychological challenges. OTs are
employed in a variety of settings such as hospitals, schools, long-term care facilities, industrial settings, and community organizations. Because the need to help
people live fuller, more independent lives is so great, the future outlook for OT is
very bright!

•Choose from a large selection of classes
•Check out summer dales, deadlines and registration information
•Phone in your registration via St3" beginning February 12

Access the BGSU Summer 2001 class schedule at

http://conted.bgsu.edu
ntinumg
■^.mll

" 'ucation
ifcdl
Gorfcwig EduoBn
Bo»»re Owe SM* Unwiity

nuruHt
um»roioiioo

!

The MCO has a nationally ranked (top ten) program of occupational therapy
with a strong reputation for research and clinical practice. You will enjoy small
class sizes and a rich learning environment.
Applications for Fall of 2001 admission are being accepted now.
For information or to visit,
call 419-383-4429 or email mot@mco.edu.
Check out our web site for detailed information:
http://www.mco.edu/allh/ot7index.html
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EX-NAZI SS OFFICER FACES MURDER TRIAL
RAVENSBURG, Germany (AP) — An 82-year-old retired
journalist went on trial Monday, accused of gunning
down seven Jewish concentration camp inmates during World War II. one of the last crimes suspects likely to
face justice. Julius Viel is charged with seven counts of
murder. He denied charges that he shot inmates at
Theresienstadt camp in Czechoslovakia in 1945.

OPINION

KDITOMAI

New coach is right man for job
As Urban Meyer look Ihe podi
Urn to become Ihe current head
ftxithall roach at Bowling Green
Stale University and the former
receivers coach at Notre Dame,
he got an omen
Behind him. Velcroed to a
black background, hung a series
of photos from the Gary
Blarkney era. Within the first two
minutes of his acceptanee
speech, as if Doyt Perry liimself
H in- watching from above and
relishing this change, one photo
crashed to ihe ground. A short
time later, another met its
demise and finally a third.

These pictures fell, but Meyer
remained stoic.
The fallen pictures don't represent emptiness in the Blarkney
era: he did lead the team !o some
of their most prosperous seasons. They represent Ihe fan that
change, this one in particular, is
good.
Now, Meyer is in charge of
making the biggest change of all.
Turning a 2-9 football team, with
18 starters returning, into a winner.
The good thing for Bowling
Green is thai Meyer is the right
man for the job.

YOU DECIDE
How do you think the new
football coach will affect the
team? tet us know at
bgnews@listproc bgsu edu

Here is a man who has been
around the best football prograins in the country. He spent
two years as a graduate assistant
at Ohio State and the last five
years as a receivers coach for
Notre Dame.

LETTERS TO Tl IE EDITOR
Ifsalandlordeat-student
world out there
The annual extravaganza
known as the "Housing Fair''
starts today Bright-eyed sophomores start examining the possible houses and apartments that
will grant them their freedom
from dorm life. The lazy juniors
will wail until February before
they start looking, and those
seniors arejust hoping they can

graduate.
Having lived off campus for
.% i1 years now I would like to
offei some advice for first time
buyers: BE CAREFUL'
My firsi investment into the
mpllS world of parties and
mountains of dirty dishes was
with a local agent who deal! with
only a few properties. I was really
excited about moving into my
"new" house....then I met my
neighbor. We'll call her Mrs. Ruth
to protect her identity. Mrs. Ruth

made me and my roommates'
once you sign thai lease, your
lives a living hell for the entire
landlord will be more than ready
year, until she went on a threelo collect late rent, but if your toimonth vacation and I got a
lets don't flush, maybe it'll get
glimpse of what living off campus
fixed this semester Also, watch
was supposed to be like.
out for those bats, they might
Lesson One: Visit the house
have rabies!
and make sure Ihe neighbors another college students.
TadMathews
My second observation about
cotesniff3420<a>yahoo com
living off-campus is that landlords really do live up to the
sleazy reputations they have
earned. Don't be fooled by that
SUBMISSION POLICY
smiling representative who
hands you your housing list at
Ihe BG News gladly prints Letters
Ihe fair. 1 am convinced that
to the Editor and Guest Columns.
thai person is a hired actor
Letters should be less than 300
because you will never see thai
wwd<, and Guest Columns can be
person again
503 to 700 words Name, phone
Lesson Two: Ask current tennumber and address should be
ants about the landlord.
included for verification. All subNow I am a senior and I am
missions may be edited for length
not renting from a local agent. I
and clarity. Personal attacks and
can tell you though lhat my
anonymous submissions will not
be printed. Send submissions to
friends are still renting from
210 West Hall or amettj@bgOther local landlords and situanetbgsu.edu with subject line
tions are not improving. Make
"letter to the editor" or "guest colsure you know what you are
umn."
getting yourself inio. because

Here is a man who has spent
the last 12 years coaching wide
receivers and inherits perhaps
the best receiving corps in the
Mid-American Conference. He'll
have Kurt Geriing. David
Bautista, Aaron Alexander and
Robert Redd at his disposal and
the choice of dropbark passer
Andy Sahm or pure athlete Josh
Harris at quarterback.
We'd like to congratulate BG
Athletic Director Paul Krebs for
finding the best man for this job.
The most satisfying thing

ON THE STREET

What-do you think
about Urban Meyer as
the new football
coach?

SHELLY BINZEL
SOPHOMORE
BUSINESS

"He gets the wing
because he's not worth
the bird."

PATEVERS
JUNIOR
PHYSED

"The coach will be
successful if he got rid
of some of the illegal
substances that occur
on the team."

7 don't know the
guy; I've never heard
of him."

AMANDA FRY
FRESHMAN
JOURNALISM

'Wait — there's a
new football coach?"

ZIOWesiHall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green.
Ohio 43403
Phone:

(419)372-6966
E-mail:
bgnews@lislproc.bgsu.edu
Website: wwwbgnews.com
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game and keep their coach
employed.
In this trying season the tradition was not enough to do any of
that.
But Monday marked the
beginning of a future that will
feature exciting offenses and
stingy defenses and culminate in
a new tradition at Bowling Green.
Those photos crashed to the
ground as a reminder that there
is still a long way to go in restoring the history written by Perry.
A long way lo go? Yes. Bui
Meyer's anointing is Ihe first step.

PEOPLE Claus exposed

JACKIE REICHERT
FRESHMAN
INTERIOR DESIGN

Celebrate jour holiday season here with us at the
BG News. You can leave gifts at the door.

about this is that Krebs had
Meyer at the top of his list from
Ihe beginning. He had his man.
He got his man. Meyer's selection
proves trial Krebs has the pedi
gree lo take Bowling Green athletics to ihe top of the MAC and
thrust them into the national
spotlight.
Those photographs behind
Meyer fell not to lament the past,
but to embrace the future For
too long this football program
had been relying on its tradition
to sell tickets, get students to the

JOHN KELLY
SOPHOMORE
ART EDUCATION

"It doesn't matter to
me. I like hockey."

by documentary
AT ISSUE The myth of the kindly old Santa is shattered
by a tell-all film expertly cloaked in sentimental goo

As it is officially the holiday
season. I must address more
thoroughly the disturbing issue
of Santa Claus and Rudolph the
Red-Nosed Reindeer.
Now that you are in college,
many of you might be experiencing skepticism regarding the exis
tenre of Santa Claus. The critical
thinking your higher education
has endowed you with has
brought such questions to mind
as, "How could he possibly deliver presents to all the children in
the world in a single night?" and,
"How can he be in two billion
malls and shopping centers at
once?"
I sympathize with your
predicament, but it's pure lunacy
Of course Santa Claus exists. As
lo how he can be everywhere at
once — come ON. He's Santa,
the Great Claus. He can do anything.
The question is not whether or
not he IS bringing gifts to all ibe
children of the world, but why.
For I have no doubt thai the
starving children in Africa receive
expensive electronic toys tliat an'
dropped on dieir swollen stomachs in the middle of the night.
The fact that they don't celebrate
Christmas, and would, in fact, eat
Christmas if it could be manufac
lured in a box like powdered
milk, is of no concern to Claus.
They will receive fashion Barbies
and video games anyway, though
Santa knows they will only gnaw
on them or pray lo them as gods
who might actually bring them
food.
Does Claus care? Heck no. but
as it is Santa's sole purpose in life
to bring gifts to girls and boys
everywhere, he will plunk CDs
and talking dolls on their heads
anyway.
Claus's ego has grown to such
heights that he has lost all of his
discerning thought processes.
Take the documentary about
Rudolph the Red-Nosed reindeer,
narrated by Burl Ives. The probing cameras that caught
Rudolph's traumatic earfy life on
film also managed to catch
Claus's every day demeanor, it
wasn't jolly at all.
I cite the scene in which Claus
discovered that Rudolph's father
had begotten a reindeer with an
unsightly red nose. Was Claus
encouraging or sympathetic? He
was nothing of the sort. He
snarled at Rudolph in disgust,
and told Rudolph's father that he
should be ashamed of himself.
Claus seemed impervious to the
fact that at the time this docu-

MICHELLE
REITER
Assl. Opinion lidilor
mentary was made, around 1964,
technology was not advanced
enough lor parents to foresee giving birth to reindeer with*
unsightly red noses. He also
failed to see that Rudolphs
hideous abnormality would not
aflec t his flying. Clauss primary
concern was tliat he was a freak.
Arrording to this tell-all documentary, cnishing conformity is
one of Claus's strictest values
I cite next the nonconformist
elf who wanted to be a dentist. It
seems that Claus never asked
these elves what they wanted to
be. If they were bom with small
bodies, enormous heads ami
pointy ears, they would be elves,
and that was that. The documentary implied that "elf" rould be a
euphemism for "miserable slave
of Claus's cruel workhouse."
Paychecks were never mentioned, and the cantankerous
workshop foreman revealed an
atmosphere of fear and tyranny.
If these Images were not
enough to convince people tliat
Claus is a self serving misanthrope in love with his own red
suit, the Lsland of Misfits should
liave been the clincher. Here
cameras zoomed in on a remote
arctic island where defective toys
were suffering from clinical
depression. As a commune of
miserable freaks, these toys just
sat around and wailed. Claus
turned a blind eye to their suffering: I don't diink he even sent
food.
At Ihe end of the film. Claus.
confronted with a blinding snow
storm lhat threatened a
Christmas cancellation, finally
caved in and found he is able to
use Rudolph's nose after all. He
also had a change of heart
regarding the freaks in exile and
elves' alternative professions. Bui
I urge you to remember that this
was in the early 1960s, and Santa
had been at liisjob a lot longer
than thai. How many other lives
were ruined by Santa's self-serving motives before Rudolph
inspired his change of heart?
Zillions, surely. And can anyone
change that quickly? Or was he
just bluffing so that he could take
advantage of Rudolph as well?
You decide.
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Woman sentenced for road rage
! COLUMBIANA, Ala. (AP) —A woman was sentenced
' to 13 years in prison Monday for the "road rage" shooting death of another motorist on a highway exit ramp.
Shirley Henson, 41, was convicted of manslaughter for
killing Gena Foster, a 34-year-old mother of three.

NATION

Community grocers make life simple
By Blake Nicholson
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

BISMARCK, N.D. — Once a
week, in the name of community
service, Laurie Slcnson drives to a
(own about 40 miles away to buy
bread. She travels about 35 miles
to another town to pick up other
groceries. Some weeks, she meets
the ice cream distributor on a
nearby highway.
Stcnson manages Drucker's
General Store, a communityowned grocery in Esmond, N.D.,
that opened in mid-November.
"1 don't know anything about a
grocery store," she said with a
laugh. "But the community has
been very good at supporting me
when I need it, giving a helping
hand."
Community groceries are popping up in small towns across
North Dakota in an effort to
ensure that staples such as bread,
eggs and milk are conveniently
available to locals. Privately run
groceries are falling by the wayside as rural towns lose population and as residents seek lower
prices in bigger cities.
Tom Woodmansee, president
of the North Dakuta Grocers
Association, said that in his 19
years on the job. the number of
groceries in the state has fallen
from around 500 to about 350.
"People in our rural communities don't understand that If they
don't support their local merchants ... they're going to be gone;
and once they're gone they say.

'Oh, what are we going to do
now?"' Woodmansee said.
The southeastern
North
Dakota town of Forbes faced that
dilemma 25 years ago. A volunteer board sought out grant
money, set up a nonprofit organization, hired a manager and started The People's Store.
Volunteers unload trucks and
even help make some of the food
sold in the store, said Ted Wolff, a
farmer who heads the volunteer
board.
Last year, the store in the town
of 50 people made a $300 profit.
Denise Bickel, who manages a
community grocery in the town
of Tunic, said her store is definitely not a moneymaking enterprise.
"We make enough to pay our
bills, and if we do make a profit it
goes back into the business, but
that's not much," Bickel said.
The Tutdc Community Store,
which has operated for 15 years,
got a $479,000 grant from the U.S.
Department of Agriculture three
years ago to put up a new building
"We'll be here for a while,"
Bickel said. "But the long-term
future, that's kind of questionablePaying the bills is not the only
challenge community-owned
groceries face, Woodmansee said.
Many, like Drucker's in Esmond,
find it impossible to get products
tnicked into town.
"Uke everything else, it's economics," Woodmansee said. "It's

Associated Press Ptwto

SHOPPING: Store Manager Denise Bickel, right, boxes up groceries for Eunice Weisenburger, left, at the Turtle Community Store in Turtle,
N.D., on Tuesday, Nov. 28.

got to be cost-effective for the
supplier."
Stenson keeps Drucker's

stocked with groceries through
arrangements with stores in nearby towns. But she has to pick

them up.
"We're too far off the beaten
path," she said. "The only truck I

can get into town here is a milk
truck, and 1 had to beg him on my
knees to come into Esmond."

Official Finals Countdown:
8 days of classes left this semester
Jay Smith M.D.
Back, Neck & Limb Pain
Headaches & General Medicine
Accepting New Patients
Immediate Appointments Available

354-6166

.
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{■Amnesty International USA

Did you {mow that research has

failed to provide evidence that
executions have a greater effect
than life imprisonment/
Amnesty International is sponsoring a death penalty awareness
campaign You can join us for a Death Penalty Debate on
Tues , Dec 5th, 5-7 p m. in BA 116

win

V

gift certificate
to the f
book/lore #
courtesy of

tower's west restaurant
located in McDonald Dining Center
"purchase any lunch special or dinner
dessert special from monday, dec.
4 through friday. dec. 15 and receive
a chance to win!
-purchase a holiday buffet dinner on
Wednesday, december 13 and receive
a chance to win!
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dent to work •
128 N. MAIN ST.
•
part-time
B.G. •
ON SALE NOW DOWNTOWN
selling
352-7677
•
advertising. •
Benefits:
•
Real world
•
•
Experience
• Flexible
•
Helo wanted:

Hours

• Great Pay
• Fun
Atmosphere
• Resume
Builder
Preferred

•

• Jr. or so.
Business major
• own transportation
• Detail oriented
• interest in a
sales or advertising career

•
•
•
•
•
•
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Apply in Person

204 west Hall
]Bring resume if available
call 372-2606 for info
Deadline: 12-8-00

drawing will bo held friday,
decemher 15 following dinner.

tower's west phone number: 372-223S
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Conspiracy of One •
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Bob DylanThe Essential

Rage Against The «
Machine-Renegades • <M

imports * jazz * blues * classical • budget
pop • rock • vocal" rap" r&b • reggae • folk
bJuegrass * country • cajun • Christian
soundtracks ■ children* • new age • instrumental
box sets • singles • cut outs • Christmas • posters

audio accessories • and more
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Recommendations stem from plane crash
TORONTO (AP) — Airlines should do a better job of
training and equipping crews to detect and fight fires
on planes, investigators of the 1998 Swissair crash off
Canada said Monday. The recommendations by
Canada's Transportation Safety Board are intended to
prevent in-flight fires.

WORLD

Wife of Pope flies in
to comfort husband
MOSCOW (AP) — The wife of
American
businessman
Edmond Pope returned to
Moscow on Monday to try to
comfort her husband, who is
expected to hear the verdict in
his espionage trial within days.
Russian authorities have
granted permission for Cheri
Pope to visit her husband in
Moscow's Lefortovo prison on
Tuesday, said U.S. Rep. John
Peterson, who accompanied her

to Moscow. The meeting would
only be the couple's fourth since
Pope was arrested in April.
"Edmond Pope can't stand
much more," Peterson said. "(It's
been) 244 days of no family, no
friends, no news, no nothing —
he's been deprived of his life."
Pope, a businessman from
State College, Pa, is accused of
obtaining classified torpedo
blueprints.

Officer Transition Workshops
TWO DAYS ONLY!

Today, Dec. 5
7:30-9:30pm
and
Wednesday, Dec. 6
6:00-7:30pm
104 Olscamp
Refreshments will
1 be provided r

Sponsored by: The Office of
Campus Involvement

Associated Press Photo

PRAYING: A woman prays at a function to celebrate the 50th anniversary of the Dalai Lama assuming state responsibility in Tibet,
Monday.

Dalai Lama celebrates 50th
By Angus McDonald
ASSOCIATED PRESS WHITER

Otafll

I

' im&vement

DHARMSALA, India — The
Dalai Lama on Monday celebrated the 50th anniversary of his
ascension as Tibet's teen-age
head of state, and confirmed during the elaborate ceremony that
his government-in-exile was
again in contact with China
The exiled priest-king of Tibet
told reporters that his administration had resumed contact with

Beijing, stalled since 1998.
The news came during a daylong festivity marking his rise to
political power as a teen-ager in
1950.
The Dalai Lama said his brother, Gyalo Thundup, who had led
previous missions to China, was
invited to visit Beijing about three
months ago.
After his brother returned to
Dharmsala the Dalai Lama asked
Beijing for permission to send a

fact-finding delegation to Tibet.
The Dalai Lama said contact
was an opportunity to exchange
views, and he repeated his position that he did not want independence.
"Of course, everybody knows I
am not seeking independence.
My commitment to the middle
way is not changed," said the
Dalai Lama, referring to his compromise offer to accept autonomy
for Tibet within China.

The Tibetan government-inexile has not yet received a
response to the request. But the
Dalai l-ama confirmed that the
potential visit was the reason he
has postponed a planned visit to
Taiwan.
Monday's events marked the
50th anniversary of the day the
Dalai Lama took political office in
Tibet, al the age of 16, before its
annexation by China

Cool Tools for School.
Whatever your needs. Apple offers powerful desktop and
portable computer solutions at special holiday prices.

*~

Power Mac G4 Cube: New low price!
With unprecedeniol style, ihe fewer Mac G4 Cube gives you G4 performance so you
can play graphics-intensive games or crunch numbers wiihoui overwhelming your
dormroom desktop
MQMHtfMMMOtt HD/DVD R0M/56K/HreWlra

HjHBfJBSiNlnir

*1,349/$26

'/mom

iMac: New fall lineup.
The new iMacs have the power and performance to meet your demanding course
requirements and get you on the Internei fast. Three of the four models are AirPort
ready* and allow you to create your own Desktop Movies with FireWire and iMovie 2.
350MHZ/64MB/7GB HD/C0 R0M/56K/USB

*799/*16/month"

PowerBook
For taking to class, it's in a class by itself.
A portable science lab and movie studio, the PowerBook offers exceptional

iBook:It'siMactogo.

power and long battery life to accompany you everywhere, Built-in FireWire

Make effortless Internet connections, take notes in class, and even produce and star
in your own Desktop Movies, all with The new iBook. Add AirPort and you're cleared
for Takeoff with wireless Internet access*

lets you connect to external devices like digital cameras, CD recorders,
scanners, and hard drives. And now every PowerBook comes with iMovie
video editing software, so you an direct and act in your own Desktop Movies.

366MHZ/64MB/10GB HD/CD R0M/FireWire/56K

*!,449/$28/montfl*
400MHZ/64MB710GB HD/DVD R0M/FireWire/56K

*1,999/*39.

'/month*

BGSU ITS Sales
iBuy Now j

100 Hayes hall
(419) 372-7724
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SPORTS
BRIEFING

Women sign 2

TUESDAY

Bowling Green women's basketball coach Dee Knoblauch
announced the signing of a pair
of Detroit-area players to
National letters of intent.
Tene Lewis and Sakima Smith
are both seniors at Detroit
Communication and Media Arts
High School. The duo has helped
the school to back-to-back
Detroit Public School League
title game appearances and have
helped CMA to a berth in the
Michigan Class C State
Quarterfinals.
■ Lewis, a 5-8 guard, averages 10
points, six rebounds, seven
assists and six steals this season
to date. She was a third-team. AllArea selection.
Smith, a 6-0 forward, averages
15 points, six boards, three blocks
ind three steals this season so far.
She was named to the second team. All-Area team.
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Asst. Sports Editor

Could BG
ask for
anything
more?
Let me tell you about a man
named Url>an Meyer
A man I've met once, yesterii.iv dining a press conference in
tile Mileti Alumni renter.
But a man that 1 already
respect
Most importantly, he's a man
th.it just became the most
important figure in the Bowling
Crecn Athletic Department. He's
.i man that will represent the
University under a hotter spot
light and in front of a bigger
crowd than anyone on this campus.
Let me tell you about a man
who cares about getting students
in I toy! Perry Stadium.
In tliree years of covering the
Falcon football team, I never
(>nce lieard former head coach
Gary Blackney mention the students or give any indication that
he rated if they came to the
gapws, In 10 minutes with
Urban Meyer, he implored me
.IIKI two other BG News sportswriters about the best way to get
students in the vats He made
suggestioas and asked us to
work with him to fill the stands
"I want to get these students
i nit," Meyer said. "Every place
I've been we've created interest.
And it seems like, at a
Midwestern school, where football is everything, we should
have students in the stands. I'm
willing to listen to them and
i ome up with ideas, but we have
to get students proud of wearing
orange and get something going
and I'm gonna kill myself to do
that."
As a BGSU student, could you
ask for anything more?
Let me tell you about a man
who has worked with the best.
Meyer's selection was clinched
when Kill)--, had a long talk with
former Notre Dame head coach
Lou Holtz. He worked under Earl
Bruce at Ohio State and was
taught the trade by Colorado
State's Sonny Lubick
As a Falcon football purist,
could you ask for anything
more?
Let me tell you about a man
11 i.it will lead the Falcons away
from the most predictable play
calling in tlie nation to a package
tint will utilize the entire field.
Unlike Blackney. Meyer's goalline offense will not rely entirely
on running John Gibson up the
middle seven straight times.
■The field is 53 1 /2 yards wide,
and I think we need to use all of
them." he said.
As a Falcon football lover,
could you ask for anything
more?
Let me tell you about a man
who tells it like it is.
How easy would it have been
for Meyer to come into Bowling
NIED, PAGE 8
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URBAN MEYER

Falcons react
to new leader
By Nick Hum
ASSiSUNI SPORIS C0110R

Before Urban Meyer stood in
Ironi of the media to be introduced to the public, the newly
instated Bowling Green football
coach had his first team meeting with his players Monday

morning,
STATS
HOMETOWN:
Ashtabuta, Ohio
AGE: 36
BIRTHDATE: 7/10/64
EDUCATION: Cincinnati
"86 (BA, Psychology)
Ohio State
'88 (MA. Sports
Administration)
WIFE: Shelley
CHILDERN: Nicole (10).
Gigi (8). Nathan (2)

7 wanna get the
students in the stands
and get something
going and I'm going
to kill myself to
do that"
"I want to force the
defense to cover the
whole field...we have
to make sure the guys
we're starting, should
be starting."

Right off the bat I think
everyone thought he was a cool
coach." said junior running
back Qxlfrey Lewis. "He looks
like a player's coach along with
being a head coach. He told us
that he was going to be different
and real dynamic."
The team talked with Meyer
for 15 minutes, getting to know
a little more about him and his
coaching philosophies.
Meyer was overall happy with
the mood of the meeting with
his new players.
" I just introduced myself and
tried to bring some energy to
them. Meyer said." I could see
[! icv were sitting there with their
shi mlders down. The mood was
good though. I think we have
some great guys."
Meyer said he intends to have
individual meetings with the
players Thursday and Friday to
get the general feel for the pulse
of the team. He said that loyalty
to the University and the
adminisUation is one compo
nent necessary to preserve a
successful football program.
Along with these attributes.
Meyer said that trust is another
very important factor for the
program to become successful.
"I think the biggest thing I
need to do is develop trust,"
Meyer said. "They need to kt low
that 1 am doing everything I can
for them. If you get that, then
you start winning those close

games. I've seen that first hand."
The general mood of the
players drew much along the
same lines of BC Athletic
Director Paul Krebs. Both were
satisfied to see a proven winner
come to the program.
"I was real happy about the
choice," said junior wide receiver Kurt Cerling "My first
impression of him was that he is
a say how it is' guy who is going
to get it done. He expects a trust
ing relationship between us."
Junior defensive back Jerry
Wagner was also aware of
Meyer's down-lo-business attitude.
"He was straight forward."
Wagner said. "He comes from a
winning program and knows
how to win. What impressed me
most about him was that he was
a god-fearing man. He also lias
the determination that he can
turn this program around."
Meyer was already a busy
man on his first day at work for
the Falcons.
The new coach had to leave
for a recruiting assignment at
3:30 p.m. yesterday. He will stay
in town for two weeks before he
heads back to Notre Dame to
coach the Fighting Irish in the
Fiesta Bowl against Oregon
State. Meyer will say good-bye
to South Bend for good after the
completion of the season.
But the Falcons saw what
they needed to be impressed
with their new leader.
"We all got a good vibe from
him." said freshman quarterback Josh Harris. "He was saying
positive things and had a lot of
energy. He's a young guy too."

MOST SUCCESSFUL BGSU FOOTBALL COACHES
Coach

Record

Percentaqe

Doyt Perry (1955.M)
Bob Gibson ows-cn
Warren Steller nw»i
Don Nehlen <i%»-76)
Robert Whitakerawi -54)
Denny Stolz n»77-as)
Gary Blackney (IM1-2000)
Urban Meyer pooi-T)

77-11-5
19-9-0
40-21-19
53-35-4
66-50-7
56-45-1
60-50-2

.855
.679
.619
.598
.565
.553
.540

?

Soucr BGSU Spoils Information

?
•Minimum 20 games coached

KURT

GODFREY

LEWIS,
Junior
running
back

"Right off the bat I
think everyone thought
he was a cool coach."

GFRLING,

Junior
wide
receiver

"I was really

happy about the
choice."

JERRY
WAGNER

Junior
defensive
back

"He comes from a
winning program and
knows how to win."

"This is a good change
for the team. He seems
like a winner."

Notre Dame coach takes over for Blackney
URBAN, FROM PAGE 1
ems.
"I wanna get the students in
the stands and get something
going and I'm going to kill myself
to do that," Meyer said.
Meyer also said he wants to
run a balanced offense next season and incorporate a variety of
formations and sets. He sighted
the problem areas as the
amount of sacks given up by the
offensive line and the number of
turnovers and will work hard to
fix those tilings.
"I want to force the defense to
defend the whole field." he said.
"We have to make sure the guys
that we're starting should be
starting."

CHANGE: Newly appointed head BG football coach Urban Meyer,
left, replaces Gary Blackney, who has been at the helm since 1991.
Meyer is looking to spread out the offense with different formations
and make the copying defenses cover the entire field.

Tun Bcckman will return for
his third season as defensive
coordinator for the Brown and
Orange and represents Ihe lone
member of Blackney's staff
remaining in BG. The rest of the
assistant coaches will be asscrr*

"I think Bowling
Green deserves the
best coaching staff
in the MidAmerican
Conference."
URBAN MEYER COACH
bled, but it will take some time,
according to Meyer.
"I think Bowling Green
deserves the best coaching staff
in
the
Mid-American
Conference." he said. "I want to
really evaluate the whole situation and make sure the kids get
not only great coaches but great
teachers, great recruiters and
dynamic people for the community"
Meyer was bom in Toledo on
July 10.1964. He graduated from
St. John High School in
Ashi.ihiil.i. Ohio, and pursued a

football career as a defensive
back at the University of
Cincinnati. He graduated in
1986 with a BA in psychology
and got his masters degree from
Ohio State in sports administration in 1988.
Along with his football playing
career. Meyer was a 13th round
pick in the amateur baseball
draft in 1982 and played two
years in the Atlanta Braves
Organization.
He and his wife Shelley have
three children. Nicole (10). Gigi
(8) and Nathan (2).
For Meyer, leaving Notre
Dame was hard. But he knows
he has found his place in BG.
"To look at that Golden Dome
as we were frying a way today and
I'm thinking Good Lord, that's
if; that was real hard to be honest." he said."... I was a small part
of Notre Dame football and I'm a
bis part of this now."
\
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Meyer right fit
for Falcon
football team

Turner fired as head
coach of Washington

FIGHT

NIED. FROM PAGE 7
Green yesterday and tell us
everything will be OK in Fakon
country? How easy would it be to
point out the 18 starters coming
back including 100 percent of
the offensive backfield and the
return of receiver Robert Redd?
Well, he didn't. In fact, he hinted that the Falcons had a long
way to go
" (The returning of nine offen
sive starters) might be good, and
might be bad. We weren't very
good on offense this year." he
said. "We had way too many
turnovers and way too many
sacks. I think there are some
people with experience. That's
great if you're 11 -0 but we were
2 -9 last year so now we have to
make sure that the guys we were
starting should be starting."
As a Falcon football critic,
could you ask for anything
more?
Let me tell you about a man
who knows how to will a team to
victory. He was a part of Notre
Dame's Fiesta Bowl squad this
year. It will be Meyer's seventh
bowl game in 15 years of coaching He understands the importance of the relationship
between coach and player.
"The biggest thing you need to
do is develop trust with the players." he said. "They need to know
that I'm doing everything I can
for them. And if you get that,
then all of a sudden, those close
games, you start winning them.
I've seen that first hand at Noire
Dame and Colorado State, even
at Ohio State where if you have
that trust, you win. but if you
don't have that trust you lose
those games."
What more could you want as
a Falcon football fan?
That's Urban Meyer.
I've met him once, for 10 minutes in a crowd.
I already respect him.

BG NEWS

By Joseph White
AP SPORTS WRITER

kfcdiacl trtmfuiilo BGNnr.
SPLIT THE DEFENDERS: falcon forward Karen Stoc? slices through
Detroit defenders Lori Wild.4, and Michele Borti, 51 .during last
Saturday's 94-75 BG loss.

ASHBURN, Va. - Washington
Redskins coach Norv Turner was
fired Monday after failing to live
up to Super Bowl expectations
with the most expensive team in
NFL history.
Turner was dismissed by
owner Dan Snyder one day after
a 9-7 loss to the New York Giants.
It was the fourth lass in five
games for the Redskias (7-6) and
third straight at home, and it
moved a team with championship aspirations precariously
close to elimination from the
playoff race.
Passing game coordinator
Terry Robiskie was named interim coach. He immediately
began holding team meetings
for Sunday's game in Dallas.
Special teams coach LeCharls
McDaniel. in charge of the struggling coverage and kicking units,
also was fired. Tight ends coach

Red Sox take
look at Indian
By Ronald Blum
«P SP0RIS WRIIFR
NEW YORK
- Manny
Ramirez is interested in joining
the other stars in the American
League East.
The agent for the outfielder
said Monday thai he has talked
to the Boston Red Sox about
Ramirez.
"The Red Sox are a situation
Manny would have interest in,"
Jeff Moorad said from Fort
Lauderdale. Fla.
Ramirez. 28, asked Cleveland
for a $200 million. 10-year contract and rejected a $ 119 million.

CORRECTION
In the Friday, December 1 edition of Campus Buzz, under the
listing for Sunday Dec. 10, The
Bowling Green Philharmonia
and University Choral Society
performance at 3pm is not a
free event. Admission will be
charged; $5 for adults, $3 for
students & Sr. Citizens. Call
372-8171 for ticket information.

seven-year offer, a deal thai contained
substantial
money
deferred without interest.
Cleveland then withdrew its
offer on Nov. 13 and seven days
later agreed lo a $20 million,
three-year contract with Ellis
Burks. The Indians, who still
may be interested, would lose
negotiating rights with Ramirez
until May 1 if they don't offer
salary arbitration by Thursday's
midnight EST deadline.
Moorad said he had spoken
with Red Sox general manager
Dan Duquette and Lee Thomas
of Boston's front office.

*r^ TJv

„_

224 E
Wooster
Bowling Green,
OH 43402

GREENBRIAR, INC.

J

J J

Columbia Court Apartments
Heinz Apartments Ltd.
506 & 514 IN. Enterpri.se Apartments
East Merry Ave. Apartments
Field Manor Apartments
Frazee Avenue Apartments
Mercer Manor Apartments
Ridge Manor Apartments
Campbell Hill Apartments
.... and many more apartments
and houses

Come Sign Up Today! Units Going Fast!
Check out our weboite at www.wcnet.org/-gbrental

NORV TURNER, FORMER COACH
Pat Flaherty will coach special
teams.
The search for a coach for the
2001 season will be headed by
former college coach Franklin
"Pepper" Rodgers, who was
hired Monday to the newly ere
ated position of vice president of
football operations.
Turner fought back tears as he
said goodbye.
"I've obviously been put in a
good position to have an opportunity to win." Turner said. "This

•: '""V'V,^**

Associated Pies-. Rwto
SEE YA: Former Washington Redskins head coach Norv Turner
walks off the field during last Sundays 9-7 loss to the NY. Giants.

The Rental Office is now signing leases for
2001-2002 school year.
Contact us for your listings and information

SHOWGIRL
OF THC

I BIG TOP CONTCST

DECEMBER 7TH10PM
| SIZE DOESNT MATTER. .ATTrrUOE DOES!
0PENT0THEPUBUC1

$1000 FOR 1ST pmcc
CAU FOR DETAILS.
SUNDAYS: COLLEGE ID NIGHT
,

MONDAYS: $10 DANCES
FRIDAYS: FREE T-SHIRT 8PM-10PM
WITH PAID ADMISSION

Several second semester subleases available.
List available in the rental office.

354-2260
J19 l-:. Wooster

venn

COMPETITION DECEMBER 6TH

244 N. Enterprise, Rm #1 - Male sleeping
room Avail. Now. $130.00 per month plus
utilities. No Pets

John NcwIoVe Real Estate, Inc.
Rental Office

team has a chance to be 10-6.
That's a disappointment to me.
There's part of me that would like
to be a part of it. There's part of
me that understands why it's
necessary to make a change
right now."
Turner, hired as a first-time
head coach by late owner Jack
Kent Cooke in 1994, was third in
seniority with one team behind
Pittsburgh's Bill Cowhcr and
Minnesota's Dennis Creen. But
Turner's record was only 49-59-1.
including8-21-l ingamesdecided by three points or fewer, with
a franchise that has won three
Super Bowls.
Turner took six years to get the
Redskins lo the playoffs. Thai
came las! season, when
Washington won the NFC East
with a 10-6 record and defeated'
Detroit in the first round of the
postseason before losing 14-13
at Tampa Bay.
The 48-year-old coach earned
a reputation as a master strategist with the Dallas Cowboys,
where he was the offensive coop
dinator for two Super Bowl
learns in the early 1990s Some of
his game plans in Washington
were truly masterful, but his lark
of communication skills and
inability to keep players focused
and motivated led to his downfall.
The stakes became higher this
season when Snyder spent mil
lions on players, including Deion
Sanders, Bruce Smith, Jeff
George. Mark Carrier, and draft
picks LaVar Arlington and Chris
Samuels Snyder. who bought
die team in 1999, also brought in
defensive coordinator
Ray
Rhodes
But those additions were not
enough to overcome failure in
the kicking game.
In three games this season,
missed field goals contributed to
losses, and Turner has used four
placekickers. On Sunday. 44year-old Eddie Murray was short
on a 49-yard field goal attempt in
the final minute.

THE 11TH ANNUAL

853 Napoleon. Apt. #11 - Two BR fum..
Tenants pay gas and elec. $440.00 rent/
$440.00 deposit - Two people. $390.00 rent/
$390.00 deposit - One person. Available
Now. No Pets

i.Kio-.s from Taco Belli

Hours:
Mon-Fri
9am-5pm
Saturday
9am-lpm

"This team has a
chance to be 10-6.
That's a
disappointment to
me. There's part of
me that would like
to be a part of it"

niUJflVS LOOKING

FftCC
COVCft
wtrx CNNN Mr a/woo

K

135 S. BYRNE RD. TOLEDO 531-0079 WWW.DEJAVU.COM

WORRfCD ABOUT PAVMG
YOUR BfLiS?

I/PS CAW HHPtf
Now conducting interviews on campus
Tuesday, December 5th 1:00-5:00pm
Career Services, 300 Saddlemire
Call 372-9294 to schedule an interview
Drop-ins Welcome!

£ARS/ AA/O l£AKA/f Eligible up
H//TW t/PS
(i tofor$23,000
your
CALL 4t9-89t-6820

wivtv.uPSJoes.coM

college
career

$8.50 to $9.50 /hour
3-5 hours/day
Weekends & Holidays off

OQp

■B0S^P0S^|p^Plp|§qp^pMMVMpPVHVlMHMW
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Heisman finalists named, 3 quarterbacks
•SSOCIAttD PRESS WRITER

contenders.

NEW YORK -Three quarterbacks — Drew Brees of Purdue.
Josh Heupel of Oklahoma and
Chris Weinke of Florida Stale —
and running bark LaDainian
Tomlinson of Texas Christian
were announced Monday as
finalists for the Heisman Trophy.
The award to the nation's best
college football player, will be presented by the Downtown Athletic
Club on Saturday night.
The four finalists are the lead
ing vote-getters in month-long
balloting by 922 sports writers,
broadcasters
and
former
Heisman winners. Balloting continues through Friday but the
finalists are well ahead of other

Brees, a finalist last year, is the
Big Ten's career passing leader
with 11,517 yards and led Purdue
to the Rose Bowl for the first time
since 1966. He threw for 3,393
yards this season with 24 touchdowns and 12 interceptions, and
he also ran for 516 yards and five

moreTDs.
Heupel led Oklahoma to the
No. 1 ranking in thecountry, completing 256 of 389 passes for 3.172
yards with 18 touchdowns and 11
interceptions. He has at least one
TD pass in all 24 of his career
games at Oklahoma and has
passed for more than 300 yards in
14 of them.

Weinke led the nation with
4,167 passing yards with 33 TD

HEISMAN HYPE

passes and 11 interceptions. He
32 2 as a starter at Florida State
with a streak of 25 consecutive
victories. He holds Atlantic Coast
Conference records for passing
yardage at 9,789 and touchdown
passes with 79. At 28, he would be
the oldest to win a Heisman.

DREW BREES: 3,393 yards,
24 touchdowns and 12 picks
fa Purdue.

ii" in. ■-• iiKtwMt th* dm
(nnunaiion *fainw tut.
rht bam of race K«
national orifin. actual
Ualul at a iririan
n ihf baait or any oiraei
kfally protHtrd t

#111 Spnng Break Specials! Cancun & Jamaica $389! Air, Hotel,
Free Meals, Drinks' Award Winning
Company! Get Group - Go Free!
Flonda Vacations $129!
sphngbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386

Campus Events

Personals

knowingly a if* adwi

BGSU Hillel presents trom Swastika
lo Jim Crowe. Thurs. Dec 7 at
7:00pm in 117 CHscamp.
Qlve BO

•"Lose Weight Earn Money Free
samples 800-837-5673.

CHRIS WEINKE: Led nation
with 4,167 yards passing for
Florida State with 33 TD
passes and 11 picks.

Personals

Wanted

Wanted

Did You Know???

Attention December Graduates
I need your graduation tickets!
Will pay $! Call Brian 353-4357.

Two December graduation tickets
needed Call Erin at 353-1762.
Warned: 1 or 2 female subleasers
for spnng semester. Close to campus $145/monlh » utilities 3531758
Wanted: Subleaser for spring, close
to campus, quiet. Only pay elec For
more info, call 353-7274

Banging your head

Millet's Cbanukah Party is coming,
Sun. Dec 10lh.6pm Orl-campus
Student Center-Moseley Hall
Pn/e Rattle-over 100 prizes.
LAST CHANCE!!!
WANT TO TRAVEL AND GET
BGSU CREDIT?
Attend one ot 165 colleges in the
U.S for tall or one year while paying
BGSU tuition1 No out-ol state lees1
Credits transfer' Explore' New York'
California' Hawaii' The Carolinas'
THE NATIONAL STUDENT
EXCHANGE INFO SESSION:
Thursday. December 7 al 4 00pm.
Business Administration Bldg. Rm
1003 For more details, call the NSE
program at 2-2501.
You are invited!
Students and Faculty will debate the
controversial issue of the
Death Penalty on
TUBS . Dec 5th. 5-7pm in BA 116
Lively discussion and refreshments
will be provided.
Event sponsored by Amnesty int'l
?'s-aibgsu&yahoo com

FIJI FIJI FIJI FIJI FIJI FIJI FIJI
To whoever took the time to do free
publicity for us. we appreciate it!
Thank you for the bananas.
Revenge is sweet.
We know who you are
FIJI FIJI FIJI FIJI FIJI FIJI FIJI
<!>M 4>M *M 4>M I'M <t>M 4>M <t>M
Get excited for the holiday season!
Come to Phi Mu's
Winler Wonderland'
Open recruitment at the Phi Mu
house today and Wed at 9:15.
*M *M 1'M <t>M <!>M 'DM 'I'M *M

Wanted

Give BG
Make your Mark

Leave your Legacy

SBX • SBX- SBX- SBX- SBX- SBX
Get your personalized
graduation announcements
al SBX within 24 hours
SBX • SBX- SBX- SBX- SBX- SBX
Spier up
■jour Personal Rd
with a
Display Personal!!
Add a photo or
special artwork
(or as loui as
$15 or $20!!!
Deadline--2 days prior
kg 4:00pm.
Stop In & 204 West Mall.
Call 372-6977 for more Information.
IT'S BURSfl RABIES
Pregnant? Get Tested
Confidential, professional service.
354-4673 BGPC

LADAINIAN TOMLINSON led
nation in rushing for second
year in a row for TCU
Rushed for 2,158 yards and
22 scores.

Tomlinson led the nation in
rushing for the second consecutive year and became only the
seventh back in NCAA history to
nin for 2.000yards in a season. He
earned 369 times for 2,158 yards
— fourth highest in NCAA history
— and 22 touchdowns. His 5,263
career yards is sixth highest in
NCAA history.

Travel

Classified A<
372-6977

JOSH HEUPEL At Oklahoma,
threw for 3,172 yards, 18
TD's and 11 interceptions.

Female subleasers needed for summer of 2001. New house on Third
SI Call 372-4924.
Graduation tickets needed! Will pay.
Call Bridget at 353-2377
Graduation Tickets Wanted
Will Pay
Call Brian al 372-4800.
M or F subleaser wanted. Own room
in house, close to campus
$190/mo. Call Tony at 354-7604.
Need 1 female roommate ASAP
Call 354-6713

1 graduation ticket needed, will pay
$ Please call Lia it 354-8408
1 male sublsr. needed ASAP. Own
bdrm. nice apt Rent is $240 but will
nagmiate Call Shawn 0 'is:- 3669
1 or 2 roommates needed for spnng
Own room in big house one block
from campus Fun roommates! 3533187
1 rmte . M or F, inexpensive, ASAP.
Apt close to downtown Call Chad.
353-9305, exl. 139
1 roommate for spring semester.
262.50/mo. ♦ electric and phone.
Call 352-5952 ask lor Kevin or
Adnarv
1 subleaser wanted lor 1 bdrm.
apartment (or spring 2001. Will pay
last month's renl Call 352-0566.
4 subleasers needed
Spring semester
Wo will pay 1/2 ol 1st mo rent. $500
Hillsdale Apis
Call 353-9440
,_
Femalu sublease! needed Own
room Move in now, rent starts Dec
1 $218 • utilities. Call Amanda al
354-8271

Need 1 graduation ticket immediately Call 353-9440.
Need graduation tickets.
Will pay
352-3476.
Need to buy 4 grad tix Call Erin
419-874-2634 Will pay SS
Spacious 2 bdrm apt. in Hillsdale.
Lease starts Dec 23rd Call 3525772
Subleaser lor spring, S280/mo. Near
campus. 352-4265
two December graduation tickets
needed Will pay. Call Matt at 419369-4591
Wanted to Rent
Industrial/Warehouse type room or
area Call 419-637-2428 or 3721687

Li%t mirtfe. qrta( food f-m f*op"e. and inertdiWe art. It's

Travel

ffW*y-i(s what you ve bet*. waitliKj for a" wee*1

December 8th
• 111 Early Specials' Spring Break
Bahamas Party Cruise' 5 Days
$279' Includes Meals. Parties' Awesome Beaches, Nightlife' Departs
Flonda' Get Group - Go Free!!
spnngbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386
GO DIRECT! Internet-based company offering WHOLESALE Spnng
Break packages' Call 1-800-3671252 or www spnngbreakdirect.com

* Winter Holiday Oi«»atiof» 6-10 »•*
* 'ffft leu' Aqonyond fntOiymArt.b «', <
* 'Bit Pcffofrnancf iublatoie\

150 calories an hour.

HAPPY TUESDAY!!!

Advertising Account Executive
The BG News has an opening (or a
qualified student to work part-time
selling advertising
Benefits:
'Real world experience
'Flexible hours
'Groat pay
"Fun atmosphere
•Resume builder
Preferred Candidates:
"Jr or Sr. Business major
'Own transportation
"Detail oriented
'Interest in sales or
advertising career
Apply in person:
204 West Hall
Bring resume it available
Call 372-2606 tor info.
Deadline: 12-8-00

Cla-Zel Theatre

Lawrence
of
Arabia

Did you Srnow that in the U.S., since 1973,
mare than 89 death row inmates have been
released after evidence of their innocence

M

came forward. 23 documented innocent
individuals have been executed/

4:00 8:00

Amnesty International is sponsoring a death penalty awareness
campaign You can join us for a Death Penalty Debate on
Tues.. Dec 5th, 5-7 p.m in BA 116

* PortryttMdings Bob Hicok. 8»*
Open evt ry Fed *y 6-10 • •»
J44S Monroe Street Toledo. OH 4)620

Help Wanted

against a wall uses

Downtown BG * 353-1361
www.greateastern.hollywood.com

Medieval & Hertatwonce Muut /»v

* f*tt Mui'CPf'f'j-mjrr-f
Old rtttf f"d Ba'oquetrntmbie. 7 fM
* <PaCrjph.c A-HTou'
Whom Blake* Bookojlob. j jo»«

Associated Press Photos

HEISMAN: Purdue quarterback Drew Brees, left, and Florida State
signal caller Chris Weinke are two of the finalists for the Heisman.

419-2558000
Mod* pOH'blt ty fljrifthlnlrd tank

PG

iiee Academy Star Michael W inslow
LiveOnStage...Dec8&9

Management Inc.

FALL OPENINGS /
SIGNING LEASES
NOW
Management Inc.
Millsdalt- Apis. 1082 lair view.
I Bdrm cV 2 Bdrm
Air condilum/Dishwasher
Garbage nispmai
2 Bdrm washer/dryer hook-up
Starts at $.V)0-C'all 3SV580O

[And you will too,
with NTN Interactive Sports
& Trivia Games]
Now Playing

c

J{aufmans

/SfEfcCA

Management Inc.
IIII.I.SDAI.K TOWNHOUSK
3 Bdrm/Irull Basements
Air Condilion/Dishwashcr
Garbage Disposal/2 Balhs

Stuns gnat place.
Now even better.

washer/dryer hook up

LOTS OF SPACE
Management Inc.
Kvergreen Apt. 215 E Poc

: graduating AuguM
partial rebate^j
St-time freshmanJ^H

301 way be eligible for a
^classes
1997 ft later and graduate Summer 2001)

Sludjot, large I Bdrm
Laundry on Site
Starts al $250-Call "1-5800

JvffftCA
Management Inc.
llcinzsitc Apts. 710 V linlcrpnsc
I & 2 Bdrm/Air Condition
Dishwashcr/Carbagc Disposal
2 Bdrms have washer/dryer in then

Starts «l $410 Call 353-5800

AfEfcCA

Finish on time!

Management liu\

courses to help you complete your undergraduate degree

PLEASE CA

LL

372.9141,

OR

MORE

INFORMATION

Kcycode70121100

Grcn Beaver Apt. 042 S College]
3 Bdrm IbwnhoulGI
2 car garages
washer/dryer
I 1/2 B.uhs
Slop by our office al 1045 N.
MainSt (or umiplcle listing or
Call 353-5800.
wv>M.H('net.orK/-mecca

DINNER
SPECIALS

w^
MONDAY

Sirloin Steak
Certified Anju. &.«!
TUESDAY

Swiss Steak
WEDNESDAY

Stuffed Pork drop
THURSDAY

falser) Chicken

16?H EAST WOOSUR

BOWir.G GRHN-3S.1

\
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Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Attention Musicians
Rock band seeks bass player
call 419-637-2428 or 372-1667

2 daycare centers. 1 school-age
center 1 infant through preschool
center are looking for take charge.
responsible & caring individuals
Part-time hours avail with more
hours available during holidays &
school cancellation days at the
school-age center Will work directly
with children & interlace with parents Must be at least 18 yrs old &
have a high school diploma Call
878-4190 for the infant-center & ask
for Jodi or call 878 0911 for the
school-age eerier & ask fof Amy

Give BG

Great Pay!
Now hiring lifeguards, managers,
supervisors, for summer season,
great pay. bonuses and scholarships Interviewing over Christmas
break. Call now 216-741-9451 or
visit www metropools.com

There's always something
new in the classifieds

BREAK
INSPECTIONS

I
i

$29.""
With Coupon t tnl) \"i
Valid wuii anv itthti offci

|
■

t

Misc apt. furniture for sale. Dresser,
night stand, living room chair, love
seat. Call Melody at 354-4084.

Kitchen help needed.
Apply in person

Technics receiver & 5 disc CD player 2 klh 15" speakers. $450. 2600827.

Mountain Jack's
5335 Airport Highway
Toledo

For Rent

50°/<O

21

Mosi (iirs. Limit 5 Quarts
Not Vulld with other offers.

QK" Most Cars
*** and Light
Trucks

-.•t-syslpm inspector!, install Me

-..■>.!■■ .'.'; i t-

• ■ ■■ .

I. .

- . v.'

I

i

' 4-CYLINDER
• rwi innrn

i

18-CYLINDER

CP MOR I

! TUNE-UP S54

,

$

"Keefi 1ptm fan. Jlootut* JliAe 7Uu>(

!

5182 Sugar Ridge Rd.
Pemberville, OH 43450

287-4390

JIM'S AUTOMOTIVE

HOURS:
MON. - FRI. 8am-6pm
SAT. 8am-4pm
OWUNG GREEN

/USVBAHCf ClAIM Mft

Collision RCPAIR AMIIABU
0AUAS COPPCRICR. OWHfR

SPECIALIZING IN TODAY'S HIGH TECH AUTOMOBILES.

Tuffy Does ItRight!

^

eou/snw

Mosi cats:Lighl Trucks

Tkffy

*gp

OJO.

>

1 Auto Service
V Centeri )

55

Subleasers needed tor spring and
summer. 2 bed. grad housing, new,
spacious, storage, parking, close lo
campus Cair 352-3954 or David @
354-6036

M f\d '

I Tufty technicians will install spark plugs, inspect filters, belts, vacuum duct, emis- |
I sion hoses. PC valves and more 'Platinum plugs extra in lieu of other offers
■
. Most cars and light trucks
tip.f^-2'W -

Hours: Mon.-In. 8-6p.m., Sat. 8-4p.m.

Professor will share large home with
graduate student or other professor,
large wooded lot: 2 wood burning
fire places; $275/ including utilities;
call 352-5523 after 7pm and leave
message.

34

C* tfffe

95
i i TUNE-UP
I I 6-CYLINDER
S
95
44 !
u 'TUN¥-UP
I

©

9593

Car
=Care
G u i d e=

50% sir :

"Maintenance Tune-Up
s
!
39.95

354-0120 • 125 W. POE ROAD. (POE & MAIN)
•Exhaust • Brake* • Oil Change • Suspension •
• Auto Glass Replacement • Tune-Up Service •
-Radiator Service •

1. 2 and 3 Bedroom Apartments
From Only
$430
Private Entrance
Pafio
Spacious Kitchen
Small Pets Welcome!
Varsity Square Apts.
353-7715
2 bedroom apartment for rent, half a
block from campus, on South College Dr., $475/month available
5/15/2000. 1 year lease, phone 6866541.

wnngs and "Wvio rowvirurm whtyi
I
- (uirr-i SA-. rnrtalir path and 'eptactmenl
Fins rrwy tx> ner-de-J al art Wont*, osi 'in bou of a

.Indudu ot twer. od change with up lo 5 quarts.
lotquai*y Varvoline motor c* chassis lube and I
| a complete vehtcte safety mspecbon Rotate |
■ al four Ires 'in lieu of other offers (,
, im ■

WINTER
SPECIAL

1 subleaser needed. 2nd Street Studio. Call Ryan at 352-2312

™
IBRAKEPADS&SHOESI

I
I

HOT TUB (share); separate studio
apt. next door avail. Jan. 1. 3532301.
Houses 2001 - 2002
Still have houses available
Call for Listings
Frobose Rentals - 352-9392
Large, 3 bdrm., fully turn. apt. for
rent Spring semester, call 352-

Close to campus, $200. mo * utilities. Call 354-4184.

'""ITFETIM'E WARRANTED

1

OFF
LIST

Charing Cross Apartments has short
term leases. Call about our winter
time special. 3520590.

1 roommate needed for spring
semester $300/mo. NO utilities to
be paid! Own room and full use of
house including laundry1 Call Adam
Q 352-5580.
' subleaser neorliKi for Spring 2001

"Starting end of Dec 2000"
Apis, efficiency or rooms avail.
Good rates avail. 353-0325

LUBE/OIL/FILTER
& TIRE ROTATION

^

1 Housemate needed; own roomNew house, clean. Great loc nr.
Mercer. 353-2301.

"Houses & Apis for Rent"
Filling fast, school yr. 2001-2002
Office, 316 E. Merry #3
Listings avail 24 hrs. or will mail.
Call 353-0325. 9-9.

I SAVE on ou' complete inventory of top
■ quality lifetime warranted murtlors • good
lor as long as you own your ca> "In lieu ol
I other otters Most cars anfl light trucks

With Coupon Onl) Not
\.iliJ \sith ,in\ other ufli-r

$12."

Join our team"

BOWLING GREEN
COMMERCIAL SPACE
-3,200 sq.ft.-1616E Wooster
Greenwood Cenlre. across from
BGSU stadium & Rt 75. $8.65/sq.
H.-+ cam/nnn
-2.200 sq.ft.-1616E. Wooster
Greenwood Centre, across from
BGSU stadium & Rt. 75.
$8.65/sq ft- + cam/nnn
-1,200 sq ft - Professional Office
Space Convenient Location with
parking.
-industrial Lease-Will build to suit up
to 30.000 sq. ft Woodbridge II at Rt
75.
Mecca Management Inc.,
419-353-5800.

1 fml. housemate needed. 5 bdrm..
3 1/2 bath, 3 decks, garage, fplace,
1 acre yard, $390 * half util. 10 min
from BGSU Avail now Email at
newhome4rent@aol.com. View photo http://hometown.aol.com/newhome4rent'myhomepago business h
tml

Kenwood m dash CD player,
removable face, $75 or best offer.
353-9495

MUFFLERS

OIL CHANGE
ONLV

Co-sponsored by The BG News &
Hazels Off-Campus Student Center

Telephone interviewing No sales
Flexible scheduling. Some days,
mostly evenings & weekends. Relaxed atmosphere In Perrysburg
Up to $7 00+ hour depending on
skills 874-4722.

$20.""0FF
ANY SERVICE
J OVER $100.00

ANTl-FREEZE
FLUSH &FILL

1988 Ford Thunderbird, Turbo
coupe, automatic, CD player, asking
S1200. See and make offer. 353-

HONDAS FROM $500! Police impounds and fax repos! For listings 1 600-719-3001 ext45S8.

f u FET7ME WARRANTED"]

2 subleasers needed. Winthrop Terrace Apts. 2 bedroom, 1 3/4 bath,
new carpel, new bathroom, air, shuttle to campus, pool. Tony 308-0705.

Speak with representatives
of local rental agencies
and related companies.

Office cleaning, evenings over
Christmas break 10-12 hrs/week.
own trans required Call 352-5822..

With Coupon Onl) Not
Viiui VMIII any other offer

Apts. for 2001 -2002 school year
1 to 3 person-12 mo teases only
Steve Smith 352-8917 or 308-2710
No calls after 8pm

1/4 karat women's wedding set, engagement ring & band. Call 3546713.

For sale: 5 round white table tops
that are only a year old. Will sell to
best offer If interested, call Niki
Sams at 372-3208
Graduation tickets for sale
MUST SELL
Call Beth, 372-4452.

Contact Rick

ANY SERVICE
OVER $50.00

!!"!!"!!Got a Place to Live?"!!"!'
Don't miss the

97 Suzuki Sidekick. Excellent condition, 48K. $9.000. Call 686-0567

Internships are available tor spring
and summer semesters for exercise
and science students. Excellent pay
4 fnnge benefits
St. James Club
Toledo. OH 43615
419-841-5597

$10."" OFF

FREE

For Rent

HOUSING FAIR
TODAY!!!
2:3O5:00pm
101 Olscamp

8436.

9250

EASY WALK FROM CAMPUS
Work part-time, full-time, even put m
over-time hours, around your college and personal schedule Work a
minimum of 15 hours per week or 40
hours plus over-time. Many college
studenls work here Starting pay is
S5.30 per hour with an automatic
S 25 per hour increase to $5.55 after
100 hours of service with the company. These are unskilled jobs
involving assembling and packaging
small parts Apply m person between the hours of 9:00am and
5 00pm (Monday-Friday) at
ADVANCED SPECIALTY PRODUCTS. INC.. 428 Clough Street.
Bowling Green. Ohio, only 2 blocks
from campus near Kinko's and Dairy
Quei-n next to the railroad tracks

For Rent

For Sale

JOB POSTING
Wood Co. Prosecutor's Y.V.P. Program Asst. 4S Coordinator's Position Part-time 20-25 hrs/wk @ $78.50per/hr Eligible for wage increase after six months employment. HS diploma and own transportation a must. Background in education and teaching helpful but not
a must Applicants must give one
year commitment Deadline
12/19/00. Application (419) 354-

EARN SS NOW AND WORK IN
CANCUN SUMMER 2001!! Student
Express, inc is now hiring students
interested in earning SS working
from home now and in Cancun summer 2001 by promoting the BEST
Spring & Summer student travel
packages to your alma mater or
your area schools. For SS and a
working experience you will never
forget m Cancun this summer, contact Dean Longwayal 1-800-2589191 ext I05ordlongway@studentexpress.com.

Camp Counselor and Director Positions-YMCA Camp Willson- 1 hr.
NW of Columbus-Exciting and fun
opportunities for Male and Female counselor positions at one
of YMCA's top Co-ed Summer
overnight
camps.
Child/Teen
Counselor Positions! Sports Coordinators!
Equestrian
Staff!
Aquatic Staff! For memories that
last a life-time contact 800-4230427 or willson 1 Ubrighlusa.net

Wanted: Dancers, waitstafl. apply
after 5pm, 5801 Telegraph, Toledo,
OH or call 419-476-6640.

It's coming...

"Child Care Needed"
In our Perrysburg home for 20 mth.
old boy 2pm-6pm up to 4 days/wk.
Early childhood edu or related
major preferred. Call Ann Mane @
419-874-0878.
"Fitness"
Accepting applications for full/part
time help Front desk, member *
services, floor trainers (exercise
science students)
St James Club
Toledo. OH 43615
419-841-5597.

Attention Sales/Marketing Graduates. Axis Financial Group, Inc .
Northern Ohio's leader m the mortgage industry is celebrating five
years of success We are seeking a
self-motivated, team player to join
our Cleveland sales force. We'll provide an extensive training program
and unlimited opportunities for this
entry-level position We offer
'Competitive Compensation
'Full benefits package
'Bonus and incenlive programs
'Friendly, structured work environment
Please send resume 1o Human Re
sources Department, 7010 Engle
Road. Suite 102. Middleburg
Heights. Ohio 44
Fax (440)234-9690

Help Wanted

SAME AS
CASH

Over 40 Years Experience
ALL WORK GUARANTEED 6 MONTHS

S!KS HBO

.

353-2444 • 1087 S. MAIN Si

1031 N. Main St • 352-8245

D _ BOWLING GREEN
tin COLLISION
*"\7 CENTER
EXPERT REPAIR & REFINISHING
We are located at:

We Do:

(BEHIND SOUTHSIDE LAUNDROMAT)

Bowling Greens Collision Specialists

Napoleon
CO

&uJU&*L CAH WASH
993 S. Main St., B.G.

• Free Estimates
• Body Work
Aw* fe««. Wt Rtp*i*

E. Wooster BGSU

• Paint Work
• Minor Touch Ups
• Major Collisions

DBG Collision

353-6420

1011 s. Main st.

Winter Service Specials at
GREAT LAKES FORD/NISSAN
[Lube, Oil & Filter Special
{Includes:'
$^095
!• Up to 5 quarts of oil IjJ
j' Excludes diesels

FREE MULTIPOINT
INSPECTION
A \isujl inspection of many important j
safety and driveability items

Get Ready For WINTER Now!
• Lube, Oil, Filter

$13.95

Up to 5 qts. 30 point inspection
• Tune Ups as low as

$29.95

Inc. plugs, check & adj. timing if appl.

•Computer Diagnostic $38.95
Free belt & hose inspection

15%
OFF
w/BGSU I.D.
on repairs *
$75wandup
no Exp. Date

■'.jiii

I

Vehicle Service Right The First Time

GREAT LAKES FORD/NISSAN
Rt. 25 N., Bowling Green, Oh.
353-5271
H^
Toledo 246-9592
Mon-Fri. 7:30-6:00 ,

x

\
-/

JBR Automotive
17910 N. Dixie Hwy • 353-7222
(next to Speck Tire)

Towing Available
t

Certified
Technician

1

18th ANNUAL

OFF CKMFUg
HOUSING FAIR
Tuesday, December 5, 2000
2:30-5 p.m. • 101 Oltscamp Hall
BG News
Bowling Green Fire Department
Bowling Green Village
Carty Apartments
City of Bowling Green Planning Dept.
Fite Rentals
Greenbriar, Inc
Highland Industries
JBJ Properties
John Newlove Rentals
K&K Properties
LG Rentals (Hoverson)

Mecca Management
Mid Am Management
Newlove Rentals
Newman Housing
Off-Campus Student Center
Preferred Properties
Prudential Insurance
S&V Rentals
Solid Waste Department
Student Legal Services
University Village
Varsity Square

Village Green
Winthrop Terrace
Wood County Health Department

housing fair
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Students find legal help from U. attorneys
By Brian Engebnan
STIFF mini

Now that many students are
already looking for off-campus housing, or have already signed leases, it is
important for students to know all the
services they have available to them.
Here's one: Free lawyers. Yes, it's
true.
All students have the opportunity
to pay a legal fee (15 per semester)
which allows students to use the
University attorney consultation. The
option appears on a student's bursar
bill for each semester.
The attorneys provide assistance
for various student legal battles to
those who pay the fee. Issues that students are eligible to dispute through
these attorney's range from misdemeanor underage drinking fines and
drafting living wills to security deposit
disputes and wrongful deductions
from off-campus landlords.
Many students aren't aware that
this service was built into tuition.
Andy Stauffcr, senior environmental policy major, said, "1 moved in
with a group of guys who lived there
the year before and had fines from
broken chairs, stained carpet and

broken screens." Stauffer continued,
"They paid an obnoxious amount of
money and none of it was fixed. If I
would have known about having an
attorney, I definitely would have spoken up against my landlord."
Nini Wamow, senior visual communication technology major, said
that she wasn't aware of the service,
either. "At least they're looking out for
you." said Wamow. "1 wish they'd tell
us somewhere or else people might
write home and ask their parents to
hire an attorney."
Sophomore communication disorders major Sarah Klaine said, "I had
no idea at all. It would have been nice
to know at the beginning of my freshman year."
However, it's not as though Student
Legal Services isn't trying to reach out
to students.
"The sad part is that we send letters
to Residence Life, Panhel, IFC and
other places to do programs for students," said Michael Skulina, SLS
attorney, "but we don't get much
response."
Last year alone, in the Student
Legal Services department, more
than 1,800 students were advised.

FALL 2001 LEASING
IS IN FULL SWING!

Thirty percent of those cases were
landlord related.
Also, students have the option to
go to the Bursar's office and remove
the S5 legal fee. According to Skulina,
this would be a gamble.
"It's like having insurance," said
Skulina, "if something happens during the year, you'd have access to our
free services, but if you removed the
fee, you'd be ineligible for our free
work."
Some students already realize the
advantages.
Dan Hyland, sophomore business
major, said, "As a freshman, Student
Legal Services represented me and it
was a good experience. I didn't have
to pay to get a lawyer."
Some of the most common
renter/landlord issues deal with
wrongful deductions, carpet cleaning, repair work not getting done and
unitemized general cleaning charges.
"The biggest issue with landlords,
though, is dealing with security
deposits," said Skulina.
Landlords check over the rented
property once tenants leave and fines

STUDENT LEGAL SERVICES
As part of their tuition, students have access to University attorney consultaions. Here's what that service entails:
• A $5 legal services fee each semester
• Protects students living on- or off-campus
• Can be used to challenge underaged drinking charges and fines
• Helpful for landlord-tenant disputes about security deposits
• Attorneys are available to combat wrongful charges and rent deductions
• Students are free to decline the legal services and its fee
• Disposable cameras available to document apartment conditions

"I moved in with a group of guys who
lived there the year before and had fines
from broken chairs, stained carpet and
broken screens. They paid an obnoxious
amount of money and none of it was
fixed. If I would have known about having an attorney, I definitely would have
spoken up against my landlord."
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ANDY STAUFFER, SENIOR

Looking for the perfect place to live next year?
Take a look in our direction ...

GREENBRIAR, INC.
1

Mercer
Frazee
Field Manor
Campbell Hill

<*lJv

Columbia Courts
Ridge Manor
Merry St.

We've got a great apartment for you!

Mid Am Manor
641 Third St.
702 Third St.
839 Fourth St.

Ashdon Apartments
850 Scott Hamilton

f~j$2.

w5fl'%&-

Houses for Rent:

Wfyli-Q

GREENBRIAR, INC.
352-0717
224 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, Oh
43402

352-0717

Hours:
Mon-Fri 9am-5pm
Saturday 9am-1pm

Charlestown Apts.
710 Scott Hamilton
730 Scott Hamilton

620 Third Si

fc I "ttTal wAv\

r5
»

■

122 Frazee Avc.
836 Scott l;in
' "''""
702 Sixth St.
704 Sixth St.

HLV
fl

Indian Rivers
702 Fourth St.

-7L Jt

1, 2, & 3 Bedroom Apts. Available.
Manv locationsl
SEE YOU AT THE OFF-CAMPUS
HOUSING FAIR
THURSDAY. DECEMBER 5TH!

702 1- Woostei

*f*gBfiX

IT ■ ■••uemenl

Call or stop by our office today!

_

Mid Am Management - 641 Third #4 BG - 352-4380

-

i
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Apartment Spotlight
JBJ Properties (419) 868-1587

JBJ Properties
1064 N. Main PMB #408 - Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

(419)868-1587
606 East Wooster

bnUfaBGNM
SOME CAU IT HOME Campbell Hill Apartments, managed by
Greenbriar Inc., houses University students in a complex located on
Campbell Hill Road, on the east side of Bowling Green.

Only 12 |
Units Left
CALL NOW!
(419) 868-1587

COMUUNMT •■ *'*• I
222 South College

View Today

-,

606 Y. East AWooster
2 BtdRMffl D .; "•
*omCernpv%

Large 1 Bedroorv unRa avsilatxe
PfrvatBffii.i
Secluded w«i o"-Weet paring

" ■- '-in i".

£fe

234 South College
2 Bwvoom hone OfvfreW
Perfcirtg large ya"J

234 % South College
2 Bedroom dt;pie« large yard
Of* (Meet pertuog.

comummr •■
I llJ
22B South Colleg

w
ALL Units... *°'iSrVlS
SECLUDED, QUIET, & CLEAN
With...
OFF-STREET PARKING
And... DEPENDABLE
ON-SITE MANAGEMENT

11718 Sugar Ridge
3 bedroom Townnouse ■ Very inrge'
l nl*. o' yard. Garage Othwasbe*
Onfy 2 n tries north pf town

230 South College

9 or 12 Month Lease Available
On Rcmrunino Proni»rtl««l

2 Bedroom noose OffMieei
parting lurgi fmt

JBJ Properties (419) 868-1587

SaibnwBCfem

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS

DECK THE HAILS: Four people occupy this Campbell Hill apartment
The floor plan is typical of most Bowling Green apartments.

(Too many to list)

Large assortment of
Houses, Duplexes
and Apartments

Stop into 319 E. Wooster for a brochure of complete
details and speak with our friendly staff
San Liyne BG New

WHAT'S COOKING?: A view of the kitchen in the same apartment. This
kitchen is equipped with a dishwasher; check with your landlord to see
if this option exists.

354-2260
fi>

John Newlove Real Estate 319 E. Wooster

roUAl HOtrteec
o»»o»r.,N,i ,

(across from Taco Bell)

housing fair
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ampus Hou
BOWLING GREEN
VILLAGE
300 E. Napoleon Rd., has been
in business since 1968. They
offer one bedroom apartments
for $465 and two bedrooms for
S555.They are located 8 blocks
from campus and allow kittens.
Contact the office at 352-6335
for more information.

FITE RENTAL
MANAGEMENT
993 S. Main 353-8206
Apts * Houses * Self Storage
Owner Managed

and has been in business for 15
years. Highland offers both furnished and unfurnished houses
and apartments. Their properties are competitively priced
from $395 a month, and they
offer a standard 12 month
lease.Thcy keep their properties well maintained and
respond to any problems within
24 hours. Highland specializes
in graduate student housing.
Students looking for a quiet
place with cordial management
should give Highland
Management a call at 354-6036.

INC.
CARTY
RENTALS
located at 316 E. Merry St., #3,
has been in business for 34
years. John and Madonna Carty
feature furnished houses,
apartments, efficiencies and
rooming houses. Prices are
affordable, ranging from $150
to $390 per person per month.
Whether students are looking
for 9,10,12 or 15 month leases,
Carty Rentals can accommodate them. AH their properties
are located close to campus in
relatively quiet neighborhoods.
Carty Rentals Suggests that
students look at the market for
rentals and begin their search
early. Give Carty Rentals a call
at 353-0325.

JBJ PROPERTIES
Is family owned and operated
with over 40 units to choose
from including duplexes, one
and two bedroom apartments,
efficiency, and houses. Prices
range from $375-5900 and
many units include free heat. 9
1/2 and 12 month leases are
available on most properties
and may allow pets. You'll deal
directly with the owners, no
management people to hassle
with. Give us a try, you'll be
glad you did.419-868-1957.

is located at 130 E. Washington

is managed by Kathy Murray.
K&K offers houses, duplexes,
and efficiencies ranging in
price from $295 to $945 per
month. No pets are allowed. If
you would like more information, please call 353-APTS (3532787). You can pick up flyers at
1135 N. Main St.

MECCA
MANAGEMENT, INC.

JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE
HIGHLAND
MANAGEMENT, INC.

dent friendly offices. Mecca
always has updated apartment
lists at their office and for your
convenience, you may find
helpful information and pictures of their properties at:
www.wcnet.org/~mecca/ Once
you decide to live in a Mecca
property, you'll be reassured lo
know that they have four fulltime maintenance personnel
on staff ready to handle any of
your maintenance requests.
Mecca Management looks forward to helping you in your
apartment search. Mecca
Management may be contacted at 353-5800.

K&K
PROPERTIES

GREENBRIAR,
located at 224. E. Wooster, has
been in business since 1966.
Greenbriar features both furnished and unfurnished houses, apartments, efficiencies and
town houses for student
renters. Prices range from $225
per month to $900 per month.
Greenbriar offers two types of
leases, semester or academic
year. Many of their units are
located close to campus for the
students' convenience.
Greenbriar suggests that students take their time when
searching for a place to live
and to make sure that what
they choose is right for them.
Give Greenbriar, Inc. a call at
352-0717.

prices from $270 and up. John
Newlove Real Estate offers academic year and summer leases.
They pride themselves on their
high level of maintenance.
John Newlove Real Estate
would like the opportunity to
help students find a suitable
place for the best possible
price.Call John Newlove Real
Estate at 354-2260.

located at 319. E. Wooster, has
been in operation for 21 years.
They feature over 900 rental
units, both furnished and
unfurnished, at reasonable

is located at 1045 N. Main
Street next to Marco's Pizza.
Mecca features hundreds of
apartments from very economical efficiencies starting at $250
per month to the newest,
largest townhouses starting at
$975 per month. Mecca has
what you are looking for and if
not, their friendly staff will be
glad to refer you to other stu-

MID AM
MANAGEMENT
located at 641 Third Street., #4,
has been operating for 20
years. They feature both furnished and unfurnished apartments and duplexes at reasonable prices ranging from $450
to $725 per month. Mid Am
Management offers both 9 and
12 month leases, as well as
leases for summer term.They
keep their properties well serviced, and treat students with
respect. Give Mid Am
Management a call at 3524380.

housing fair
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NEWLOVE REALTY
RENTALS, INC.

PREFERRED
PROPERTIES

ST. THOMAS MORE
NEWMAN HOUSING

UNIVERSITY
VILLAGE & COURTS

located at 332 S.Main St., has
been family owned and operated for 37 years.They feature
both furnished and unfurnished condos, houses, apartments and duplexes. Prices are
reasonable, ranging from S295
to $900 per month.They offer
9-1/2 month or 12 month leases. Newlove's properties are
very well maintained and pets
are permitted at certain locations.They still have properties
available and would be glad to
help students find suitable
housing. Give Newlove Realty
Rentals a call at 352-5620 or email them at:
www.newlovereaky.com

located at 530 S. Maple St., has
been in business for 34 years.
Both apartments and houses
are offered ranging in price
from $285-5725 with 9 or 12
month leases and furnished or
unfurnished. Preferred
Properties offers a wide range
of prices to meet the specific
need of each person. One of
the special features Preferred
Properties has to offer is a
membership to the
Cherrywood Health Spa with
an indoor swimming pool,
exercise equipment and
saunas, etc. All the properties
are energy efficient with security lighting, laundry rooms,
secure locks and ample parking. So, if you are looking for a
quality living environment call
Preferred Properties at 352-9378.

is located at 433 Thurstin Ave.
and has been operating for 33
years.They feature furnished
suites and rooms along with a
community kitchen. Prices are
reasonable at $900 per
semester; all utilities and cable
included. Students have their
choice of a semester or a 9-1/2
month lease. St.Thomas More's
rooms are geared more
towards students moving offcampus for the first time.They
are located across the street
from campus and yet they are
very quiet. Rooms are well
maintained and repairs made
promptly. Contact Andrea Laux
at 352-7555.

located at 1520 Clough St. has
been in business about 29
years. Apartments are the only
properties featured with 9 and
12 month or summer leases.
The prices start at $475.
University Courts & Village is
conveniently located to BGSU,
restaurants and 1-75, and is a
very well known renter in the
area. They hope you come out
and visit or call at 352-0164.

STUDENT LEGAL
SERVICE?

OFF-CAMPUS
HOUSING OFFICE
is located in Moseley Hall
(inside the Off-Campus Student
Center). Rental property listings, rooms for rent in homes,
list of available subleases,
roommates needed, and students seeking rooms to rent.
No charge for services provided. Open to anyone. Call 3722458.

VARSITY SQUARE
APARTMENTS

■

SPITLER AND
VIOLET RENTALS

500 Lehman Avenue, has been
in business for 35 years. Houses
and apartments are both featured with prices ranging from
$325-$700 depending on the
type of property. 9 and 12
month leases are both available so call Spitler and Violet
Rentals at 352-7454.

is located on campus in 401
South Hall and provides free
legal advice to students who
have paid the legal service fee
at the start of each semester.
Professional consultation and
representation including: lanlord-tenant disputes, lease
reviews, etc. Free notary service
also available. Call 372-2971.

located at 1097 Varsity East, has
been in business over 26 years.
Located 2-1/2 miles from campus, they cater more towards
graduate students. They offer
apartments ranging in price
from $435-$630 with 9 and 12
month leases. All apartments
are single story and the appliances have all been upgraded
recently. Varsity Square
Apartments can be reached at
353-7715.

VILLAGE
GREEN
480 Lehman, offers affordable
apartments anywhere from
$335-5690. They offer 8-1/2
month, summer, and year leases. Living at this "Home Away
from Home" you will receive
the benefits of a pool, picnic
area, club house with pool
tables, and a volleyball area.
You can contact Village Green
at 354-3533.

WINTHROP
TERRACE
APARTMENTS
400 Napoleon, has been in
business for over 25 years.They
offer apartments from $390$535 with 3,9, or 12 month
leases. Living at Winthrop
Terrace you will be provided
with a shuttle to campus, a
swimming pool, and excellent
maintenance service. Students
are well-liked and cared about
at Winthrop Terrace. They hope
to see you at the housing fair
or you can talk with them by
calling
352-913S.

housing fair
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Students find legal advice Apartment Spot light
DCUTCDC FROM
[DOII PAGE
DAPC 2
1
RENTERS.

arc often assessed. Often, these fines
lum into heated arguments about
students being overcharged for repair
work.
Gathering evidence is one way to
protect renters' rights. Photographing
the condition of the apartment at

mnitn ii% tt\A mi.i.n nut Int.

rnntnnmove-in and move-out lets renters
prove the extent of damage, if the
charges are contested or for other
matters.
A pilot program exists which gives
students free disposable cameras to
document the conditions of their
apartment. Though it is best to take
pictures or videotape at the very
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beginning of a lease, it is still recommended that it be done as soon as
possible.
For infomiation on how to obtain a
free disposable camera, or get advice
on renters' rights, contact Student
1-egal Services. The office is in 401
South Hall and can be reached at 3722951.

*"

ONE SIDE- The
living room and
kitchen of an
apartment in
Columbia Courts,
a housing complex located on
Thurstin Avenue.
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...AND THE OTHER
From a different
angle, the same
Columbia Courts
Apartment. Three
live here; the maximum number of
occupants allowed
for this apartment
is five.

ful U& On y®w
Ckistnmlist!
One Bedroom Apartments:
jJk • 117 Lehman: Lower Duplex, Residential Area
• 114 S. Main St. #1-10: Above Wizard Graphics.
Free water & sewer. Resident pays electric only!
Two Bedroom Apts, Duplexes & Houses:
• 311 S. Main St. #A&B: Unfurnished, located above
business. Large rooms, 12 month lease.
• 507 & 525 E. Merry St.: Furnished, across from
campus. Free water & sewer.
• 315 1/2 S. Main St.: 2 bdrm, Upper Duplex
Three Bedroom Houses and Apts:
• 319 S. Main St.: Triple with lots of room
• 317 S. Main St.: Unfurnished 2 story part of a house.
Bedrooms upstairs.
• 117 1/2 Lehman: Upper Duplex, Residential Area

HIGHLAND

MANAGEMENT

UO L Washington Si Bowling V.ttrn

354-6036
The Highlands- Graduate
housing One bedroom Laundry
facilities in building. A/C, Quiet!
Jay-Mar Apts. Quiet housing
Spacious, laundry facilities m
building, A/C. Gas heat,
Call 354-6036 lor a showing.
The Homestead - Graduate
Housing One and two bedroom.
A/C, on-site laundry, ceramic tile,
soundproof construction, dishwashers, skylights, vaulted ceilings. 354-6036
Additional SHes lo Choose trom:
Liberty Street, The Farm,
Summit HIM
We'll take care ol you Best price.

Stop In and See Us
The Housing Fair For
Our Rental Brochure

NEWIPVE
Rentals

^j

352-5620
332 S. Main (our only office)
www.newloverealtv.com

IjyM BG N™-,

well maintained, privacy and deadbolt security, targe apartments. 24hr Maintenance.

H IGHLAND
MANAGEMENT

V,www. wcnet.org/~Highland/

ummms

Large & Small Houses
Still Available.
211 E. Reed St. 3 Bedroom for 5
- 6 students
311/316 E. Merry SI. Apis 9
payment lease, Fum., A/C.
321 E. Merry
Slop by for MORE listings

Listing avail. 24 hrs
Offk. 316 E. Merry #3
or cad 353-0325

BG NEWS
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PREFERRED PROPERTIES Co.
530 S. Maple St.

352-9378

Your Lawfirm on Campus for Landlord/Tenant Matters
Disputes Involving:
• Repair Actions
• Evictions
• Late Security Deposit Refunds
• Unfair Damage Assesments
• Lease Review

"See You at
Housing Fai
Fox Run * Haven House Manor
Piedmont * Birchwood Place
Mini Mall * Small Buildings
Frontier Housing * Houses
All residents receive a membership to

To Schedule an Appointment
Call 372-2951
Located in 401 South Hall

Cherrywood Health Spa
(Indoor heated swimming pool,sauna.
HydraSpa Whirlpool, complete exercise
equipment, complete locker room
and shower facilities.)

REPRESENTATION ▼ ADVICE ▼ EDUCATION

Mon-Fri, 8-12, 1-4:30

18TH ANNUAL

OFF-CAMPUS

fioDSlNfe
FAIR
TUESDAY DEC. 5, 2000
101 OLSCAMP HALL
2:30-5:00 PM

•UNIVERSITY LIVING STANDARDS APPLY
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